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General Definitions.
TMfln!tiori9 explain the exact io which terms are to be
uoderstoocL
Grammar gramma  ^a letter) is the a r t of s]>eaki;i;: and writiujf
a lanjLTfA-e correctly.
LaxorAOK ^/*;yua, a tong^ue) is the expression of thmijrht by
or ^ounds.
The ciiief divisions of Grammar are Orthoorapht, Orthorpt, 
Kr\M<»LooT, .^ vxTAX* and FRf»soi)T.
Oetiioorwhy (Gk. ort/iox, rig h t; graiJto^ I write) deals with the 
forms and sounds of letters and the correc t method of s}»elling 
wools.
O rtiiokpt (Gk orthos, rii^ht; cpo#* a word) deals with the correct 
roctbo i^ of pronouncing words
Etymoloov (<*k f t t r u e : logos^ a discourse) treats of the 
classification, iiifie.\iOQ, and derivation of words.
Syntax (<ik, toirether; an arrangement) deals with the
governrnent, and proper atratxgeinejit of wonls in
a sentence.
PROSODY (Gk. proMy to ; <nfe» a song) deals with the laws of veraifl- 
cation.
&CC1DKNCE (I>at. arndere^ to happen) Is that part of Etymology 
which trcHts of the changes of form which words undergo
Parts ok ii are classes into which words are divided
according to the purpose they serve in a sentence.
PARSINO is stating the part of s|H;ech of a word, its inflexion, and 
its relation K^other words in a sentence.
Arai.yhis (Gk. ami, up; lu6. I loosen) is the process of loosening 
the stru' tnre of a sentence and showing the relation of its 
different parti* to one another.
Inflkxio.n* (l>at. in, into; Jlecto, I bend) is the variation made in 
the form of a word to express a change in its meanincr. Tlie 
inflexion of a noun or pronoun is called decLetuiion; the 
inflexion of an adjective or adverb is called eomparijto7i; and 
that of a verb eon jff gat ion. Prepositions, conjunctions, and 
Interjections are not inflected.)
EcLirsis (Gk. fk, o u t; I leave) is the omission of a word or
words which are obviously necessary for the complete gram* 
innii. al structure of a sentence.
GovFRNMEVT is th e  influence exercised upon the caee of a noun 
or pronoun by some o ther word.
An A b ro lu tk  C oV strdc tion  (Lat. ah, fro m ; $olutun, loosed) ia 
one in which a woni is used ap a rt (i.e., U>o$ed) frv*m Ite 
ordinary dependence upon acme other part of speech.
PARTS OF SPEECH.
There are eight par ts  of speech, fIz . ; the nou.v, 
ADJECTIVE ( in c lu d in g  the a r t i c l e s ), p r o n o u n , v e r b , 
ADVERB, PREPOSITION, CONJUNCTION, and  INTERJECTION.
1. A N o u n  is the  name of anything.
( I t  is the naynt of the th ing  and not the  th ing  itself 
t h a t  is the noun. The word noiin means nam e,)
Nouns are divided into two g rea t  classes —P r o p e r  
and COMMON.
A P r o p e r  N o u n  is the name of only one person or 
th ing  of a particular  class or kind : as Charles, William 
the Conquei^or, Sydney, Victoria, Bucephalns ( the 
favourite warhorse of Alexander the Great).
A C ommon  N o u n  is the  name given to  each one out 
of a class of things of the same kind.
Besides ordinary Class Names (as, tnariy hook, river), common 
nouns include Collective S c u m  and .Abnract Nouns,
A CoLLKCTiVK Noun is the name g*iven to a number of persons or 
things forming one body : as, crowd, mob, Jiock, arm y, conyrt^ya- 
tion, m ultitude, &c.
An Abstract Noun is the name of a quality, state, or action : 
as, whiteness, weiyht, depth, 7visdom, beauty, groivth, reading, 
swimming, coronation, &c.
(The names of A rts  and Sciences and of tassions and powers of 
THE MIND are also Abstract Nouns : as» asttofiomy, geometry, 
arithmetic ; love, anger, memory.)
2 . An A d j e c t i v e  is a word used with a noun either 
to distinguish the  th ing  spoken of or to point out its 
number or am ount [or, An Adjective is a  word 
joined to a noun to limit i ts  ap p l ica t io n ] :  as, good, 
sweet, first, the, this, m y, our, three, f i f ty ,  much, some, 
no, &o.
3. A  P r o n o u n  i s  a  w o r d  u sed  in s te a d  of  a noun  :
/ ,  thou, he, she, it, we, you, they, who, which, whaC,
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4. A Vkkh is a word whicli expresses an action oi a 
uoff. [or. A Verb is a word without which we cannot 
make a s ta tem ent]  : as, hyk, run. h a s  been praised, &c.
5 . An A dvkhb is a word wliich tells hou\ u'hen, 
where, or why [or, An Adverb is a word which modi­
fies the meaning of a verb, adjective, or o ther  adverb] : 
as, quickly, there, very, whrre, &c.
6. A P kkpos i t ion  is a word put before nouns and 
pronouns to show the relation in which things stand 
either to one another or to actions [or, “  A Preposition 
is a word th a t  can be placed before a Noun or a P ro ­
noun so th a t  the Preposition and Noun or Pronoun 
together are equivalent lo a n  Adjective or Adverb ’ ]^ : 
RS, by, to, fo r ,  in, about, under, over, with, thronyk,  
across, aqainst except, on, upon, from, &c.
7. A C o n j u n c t i o n  is a w o rd  w h ic h  jo in s  w o r d s ,  
p h ra ses ,  c la u se s ,  and  s e n t e n c e s  : as,  and, but, if, or, 
nor, because yet. lest, therefore, &c.
[In order that, inasyyawh as, as if, teeivg that, provided that, 
&c., are phrasal conjiiiiciloTis )
8. An I n t e r j e c t i o n  is a word used as an exclama­
tion or to express some emotion or s ta te  of the mind * 
as, CoO’Ce ! Oh! A h !  A tax! A d ie u !  ( =  to God), 
(lood-bye! ( =  God be with  ye). Zounds I ( =  God's 
wounds), &c. [M arry  ( =  By Mary) is absolete].
(An Interjection has no grammatical relation with any other 
word in the sentence, and is nearly always followed by a mark of 
exclamation )
T h e  N o u n  ( F ^ t .  nomen,  a  n a m e ) .
N o u n s  (and Pronouns) h a v e  N u m b e r , G e n d e r  a n d  
C a s e .
N U M B E R .
N u m b e r  is  an in flexion  w h ic h  s h o w s  w h e t h e r  w e  are  
s p e a k in g  of  on e  t h in g  or m ore than  one.
? X *
TUE NOUN 3
There are two num bers— s i n g u l a r , and p l u r a l . 
W h e n  a noun signifies one th ing  it  is said to be in the 
singular number, and when it signifies more than one 
th ing i t  is said to be in the plural number.
The SINGULAR NUMBER is th a t  form of a noun which 
denotes e i ther one thing, or a collection of th ings con­
sidered as one : as, 6oy, haty croicdy multitxide.
The PLURAL NUMBER is th a t  form of a noun which 
denotes two or more things : as, boySy iiieUy girlSy 
icomeUy ladieSy hcUSy croiadSy mxdtitudes.
R u l e s  fo r  f o r m i n g  t h e  p l u r a l s  of  n o u n s  :—
General R v l t : Add s to the singular : as desk, desks; 
keyy keys ; froy, hoys ; hooky hooks ; mayor^ mayors.
Special Rides: {%.) W hen the  singular ends in Sy sh^ 
ch (soft), Xy or Zy add e s : as, gaSy gases ; ass, asses ; 
summonsy summonses ; hriishy brushes ; fishy fishes i 
churchy churches; birchy birches; boXy boxes; JoXy 
foxes ; topaZy topazes.
(ii.) W hen  the singular ends i n / “o r / /  the plural is 
generally formed by changing the / i n t o  u and adding 
es. (When tho singular ends in /e ,  change the fe 
into res) : as, loafy loaves; leaf, leaves; w o lfy  wolves;  
wifCy taives. [But nouns ending in ief\ oof, jf, 
and ? /  usually add s for the p lu r a l : as, ch ie f  chiefs ; 
griefy griefs ; hoofy hoofs ; roof, roofs ; clifh cliffs ; skijfiy 
skif fs; dwarfy dwarfs. Note, however, th ie f  thieves ; 
fife, fifes ; strifey strifes; wharfy wharfs  or wharves.']
(iii.) Nouns whose singulars end in y  preceded by 
a consonant change the y  into i and add e s : as, dutyy 
duties; bahy, babies; ladyy ladies; varietyy varieties; 
bouiuian/y boundaries ; lily ; lilies.
( N o u n s  e n d i n g  in  y  p reced ed  by  a v o w e l  form  th e ir  
p l u r a l s  by a d d in g  s : as ,  chimneyy ch im n eys ;  monkeyy
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7donkeys; atlomey^ attorneys. Xote however, soliloquy^ 
soliloquies )
(iv ) Of nouns ending in o, some take ts  and others 9 
to form the plural :
(a) Nouns with plurals in -oes: buffalo, buffaloes: calico, 
calicoes ; cargo, cargoes ; echo, echoes; hero, heroes ; mosquito, 
mosquitoes; negro, negroes; no, noes; potato, potatoes; tomato, 
tomatoes; tornado, tornadoes ; volcano, volcanoes.
(b) Nouns with plurals in -os : bravo, bravos; canto, cantos ; 
folio, (olios; grotto, grottos; memento, mementos; nuncio, 
nuncios ; portfolio, portiolios ; solo, solos; tyro, tyros.
(v.) By change of vowel in the body of the -word: 
as, ?nan, men ; woman, women ; foot^ f e e t ; goose^ geese ; 
tooth, teeth ; mcntse, mice.
(vi.) By the ending e?i.‘ as, oz, oxen; child, children;  
brother, brethren.
[The plural ending en or n was formerly very com­
mon : as, eye, eyve ; cow, kine (=  kyen—i.e., cows): 
hose,hosen: house, housen ; shoe, shoon (i.e., shoes.)]
(vii.) Some nouns have the singular and plural 
alike ; as, cannon, deer, sheep, species, scries, .sicine, 
bream, salmon, schnapper, troxU.
(viii } Some nouns have no p lu r a l : e.g., (a) Proper 
N ouns:  as, London, Sydney, Milton, (b) A bstrac t  
Nouns : as. sobriety, prudence, courage, geometry, (c) 
Certain metals, materials, &c. : as, iron, lead, water, 
granite, maize, wool, milk, (d) Xexcs, gallows.
(ix.) Some nouns have no singular : as :
Bellows, pincers, pliers, scissors, shears, snuffers, spectacles, 
tongs; breeches, drawers, trousers, pantaloons; billiards, 
draughts, rounders; measles, mumps, sulks, dum ps, entrails, 
vitals, bowels ; thanks, odds, shambles, tactics, suds, morals, 
manners, matins, vespers, nuptials, betters, assets, aborknnes, 
antipodes, banns, Commons (House of), Customs (taxes), filings, 
fetters, proceeds, credentials, ups and downs.
(The names of sciences ending in ic9 are singular : as, acoustics, 
dynamics, physics, optics, mathematics, mechanics, politics.)
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(x .)  Some nouns have two plura ls  differing in 
m ean ing :  as, brother, brothers  and brethren;  cloth, 
cloths  and clothes; die, dies and dice; genius, ge^iii 
and geniuses; penny, penyiies and pence; index,  
indices and indexes.
(xi.)  Compound nouns formed of a noun and an  
adjective phrase  usually  form the ir  p lura ls  by add­
ing s to the first word of the compound : as, aide- 
de-camp, aides-de-camp;, father-in-laic, f a th a s - in -  
l a w ; sofi’in-laiv, ^ons-in-law; man-of-war, men-of- 
w a r ;  hanger-on, hangers-on; member of parlia- 
ment, members of parliament.
(xii .)  Most foreign nouns re ta in  the ir  foreign 
p l u r a l s : a s :
Larva, larvae; lamina, laminae; nebula, nebulx; radius, 
radii ; facus, foci ; fungus, fungi ; nucleus, nuclei ; datum, 
data ; erratum, errata ; addendum, addenda ; stratum, strata ; 
axis, axes; oasis, oases; analysis, anaylses; amanuensis, 
amanuenses; crisis, cr ises; genus, genera; aphis, aphides ; 
miasma, miasmata ; vertex, vertices ; phenomenon, phenomena ; 
automaton, automata ; beau, beaux ; bureau, bureaux; flam- 
beau\ flambeaux: madam, mesdames; monsieur, m essieurs; 
seraph, seraphim ; cherub, cherubim ; bandit, banditti or 
bandits ; conversazione, conversazioni; dilettante,’ dilettanti ; 
prima donna, prima donnas (E ng.), or prime donne (It.) .
G E N D E R .
G e n d e r  is  t h a t  form  o f  a n o u n  or  p r o n o u n  w h ic h  
s h o w s  w h e t h e r  t h a t  w h i c h  is  s p o k e n  o f  is  a male,.' 
a f e m a le ,  or  a n  i n a n i m a t e  o b jec t .
T here  are  four genders :  (i.)  M a s c u l i n e , ( i i .)  
F e m i n i n e , (iii.) C o m m o n , and (iv.) N e u t e r .
The names of males are  m asculine:  as, W illiam ,  
boy, 7nan, king, horse.
The names of females are  fem in ine:  as. Ellen,  
girl, woman, queen, mare.
Names applied to individuals of e i ther  sex are  of
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the  common gender : as, parent, bahy, child, f c id ,  
^ovf^reirjJi, friend,
The names of things w ithou t  life and therefore of 
ne i ther  sex, also of individuals looked upon as a 
whole, are of the neu ter  gender : as, hat, chair, booh, 
crowd,
III is usual to consider Sun, Ocean, Death, and IFinfrr as 
Masculine; and Moon, ahip, Mature, Liberty, and Spring as 
Keminine.)
There are three ways of forming the feminine :
( i . ) By adding -ess to the masculine : as, heir, heiress ; 
m a yo r , 1x10 yor ess ; lion, lioness; Jew, Jew ess;  host, 
hostess ; count, conntess ; god, goddess ; pr ior, prioress : 
prophet, prophetess,
( I t  frequently happens t h a t  the  masculine form has 
to bo slightly altered before adding the -ess : as, duke, 
dnchese; elector, electress; actor, actress; emperor, 
empress ; sorcerer, sorceress ; abbot, abbess.)
(ii.) By prefixing or affixing a word expressive of 
sex : as, man-serraxit, maid-sercant ; he-goat, she-goat ; 
cock-sparrow, hen-sparrow ; male-child, female-clixld ; 
peacock, peahen,
(iii.) By a different word :
Mcuculine. Feminhu*. M asculine. Fmninine,
beau belle father mother
bachelor maid or spinster fox vixen
boy girl gander goose
bridegroom bride gentleman lady
brother sister hart roe
buck doe h<yse, 1^ mare
bull cow stallion J
bullock, \ 
ox, steer / heifer
husband
king
wife
queen
cock hen lad lass
colt filly lortl lady
dog bitch or slut man woman
drake duck master mistress
earl countess
THK yory
Ma*rnline. Feminins, 
\monk.friar
ne]»he\v
papa
ram
Sir
nun
niece
mamma
ewe
Madam
Ma^exUine.
sire
son
6t&K
uncle
widower
wizard
Femivine.
dam
dauirhter
hind
aunt
widow
witch
[Note also hero, heroine; extcnior^ execu tr ix; ad- 
viinistrcitor, a^lministratr ix; prosecutor, prosecutrix  , 
testatcn\ testatrix ; czar, czarina ; don, donna ; infant,  
infanta ; signor, signora ; sidtan, sxdtana,^
CASE.
C a s e  is t h a t  form of  a n oun  (or p ro n o u n )  w h ic h  
s h o w s  i t s  re la t io n  to  so m e  o th e r  w o rd  in th e  s e n te n c e .
There are three cases—X o m i k a t i v e , P o s s e s s i v e  and 
O b j e c t i v e .
The XomiJiative  ( I ^ t .  nomen, a name) Cast or 
naming  p a r t  is t h a t  form of a noun (or pronoun) when 
it  denotes the subject of the sentence—th a t  is, the name 
of the person or th ing  about which something is said.
(The Nominative Case is found by asking the ques­
tion Who ? or What ? before the  verb.
Thus, in the sentence, The hoy broke the slate, the  
word boy is the subject, because it  is the answer to the 
question Who broke the slate ? And in the sentence. 
The house xvas bxirnt to the ground, the word house is 
the subject because i t  is the answer to the question 
What was burnt ?
]  lie Possessive Case is th a t  form of noun (or p ro ­
noun) which indicates ownership.
Thus, in the sentence The hoy's hat fell into the 
water, the  word hoy\s is in the  possessive case, because 
i t  shows who was tlie owner of the hat.
[The apostrophe before the s in the possessive cas»
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is a device for showing tha t  a le t te r  (viz., e) has been 
d iopped out or turned a u ^ y  (apostrophe^ h. tu rn ing  
aw ay) .  In  the  word W ednesday—i.e. WodiiCsday— 
llie e is retained.]
The Objective Case is th a t  form of a noun which 
e i ther  s tands as the direct object of a verb, or follows 
a preposition in an adjectival or adverbial phrase.
The direct object of a verb in a sentence is found by 
asking the question Whom ? or What ? after the 
subject and verb.
Thus, in the sentence The teacher punished the 
the  noun hoy is the direct object, and, therefore, in 
the objective case, because it is the answer to the 
question Whom did the teacher punish ?
In the expression A paddock o f  lucerne was de* 
stroye^t, the noun lucerne is in the  objective case, 
because it  follows the preposition o f  in the adjectival 
phrase oj lucerne. Also, in the sentence The. hoy 
jum ped  over thejence^ the noun fence is in the objective 
case, because it follows the preposition over in the 
adverbial phrase over the fence,
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fiing, Plur,
Man Men
Man’s Men’s
Man Men
Sing, and Plur.  
Sheep 
Sheep’s
Plur,
Kom. Boy Boys
I* OSS, Boy’s Boys’
Ohj, Boy Boys
N om . Ass Asses
Foss. Ass’s Asses
Obj. Ass Asses 5heep
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The Adjective.
Adjectives may be divided into five classes : (i.) 
A njK d 'ivp is  OF cJcALiTY, (ii.) A ojf.c t iv e s  of Q u a n ­
t i t y , (iii.) N u m e r a l  A d j e c t i v e s , !iv.) D i s t i n g u i s h i n o  
A d j f x t i v e s , and (v.) I nterroc . at iv k  A d j e c t i v e s .
A d j e c t i v e s  of Q u a l i t y  : good, bad, sweet, p re t ty ,  
black red, heavy, Australian, British, French.
A d j e c t i v e s  of Q u a n t i t y  : a n y ,  e n o u g h ,  l i t t l e ,  m u ch ,  
no.
D e f i n i t e  N u m e r a l  A d j e c t i v e s :  a or an a n d  both, 
and i l i e  cardinal n u m e r a l \ e.g.y on e ,  f ive,  t w e l v e ,  
fo r ty ,  n in e ty .
I n d e f i n i t e  N u m e r a l  A d j e c t i v e s : a l l ,  f ew ,  m a n y ,  
som e,  half ,  se v era l ,  m ost .
D i s t i n g u i s h i n g  A d j e c t i v e s :
(a) Demoiutrative Adjectives (Lat. demoih<tro^ I point 
o u t ) :  this, tha t ,  these, those, such, yon, yonder.
(h) 'riie Definite Article : the.
ic) rhe Ordincd XumcraJs  : first, second, ten th ,  
n inetieth, next, la tter ,  last, previous, former.
(d) The Do^.sefisive {ov Pronominal) Adjectives:  my, 
thv. his, her, its, our, your, their,  whose.
I n t e r r o g a t i v e  A d j e c t i v e s :  whose  and w hat— e.g.. 
Whose  book has been  lo s t?  WhcU bo y  to o k  m y  p en c i l  ?
[Grammarians, as a rule, do not now regard a, an, and thr a» 
forming a separate part of speech. In parsing, the is called a 
distinffuiffhing adjective  ^ and a or an a numeral adjective. [Thus, 
in the sentence, “ The horse was stolen,” the is a distinguishing 
adjective pointing out “ horse.”]
A/I is another form of the numeral adjective (=A .S. 
and a is a shortened form of an.
A/4 is used before words beginning with a vowel, or a silent h 
(as. Aeir, Aonest). When a word begins with u that has the sound 
of p before it. a is used ; as, a useful book ; but an utter failure.
An becomes a before a word beginning with a consonant or
pirated A : as, a boy, a horse, a harvest, a yacht.]
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[The words in itahcs in ihe following are adjectives : The tKc/i 
governor ; the d 'icn train ; the late mayor ; “ His face is like the 
t a n ; ” t h e a tr e  declaration ]
Tiie inflexion of an adjective is called C o m p a r iso n . 
There are three degrees of Comparison—viz., P o s it iv e , 
C o m p a r a t iv e , and S c p e r l a t iv e .
The positive degree is the simplest form of an adjective.
The comparative degree is th a t  form of an adjective 
which s ta tes  th a t  a qua l i ty  exists in a higher degree 
in one particular  th ing  or group of things than in some 
o the r  single th ing or group of things.
The superlative degree (Lat. super, above ; latns^ 
carried) is t h a t  form of an adjective which denotes the 
highest degree of a quali ty  existing in one th ing  or 
group of things as compared with all others.
The comparative degree is used when tico persons or 
things are compared : as, John  is taller than James. 
This desk is longer than  tha t.
W hen a comparison is made between more than two 
persons or things, the superlative degree is used : as, 
John  is the  tallest boy in the class. M ount Kosciusko 
is the highest mountain in Australia.
Adjectives of one or two syllables usually form their  
comparatives by adding r  or cr, and their  superlatives 
by adding st or est to the  positive: as, wise, wiser^ 
wisest ; free, freer^ freest ; strong, stronger, strongest.
i f  the adjective in the positive degree ends in y,  
preceded by a consonant, the y  is changed into i before 
adding er and e s t : as, lovely, lovelier, loveliest. ( B u t : 
gayer . gayest.)
If the adjective in the positive degree ends in a 
consonant preceded by a single vowel, the consonant is 
doubled before adding er and est : as, big, bigger, biggest; 
hot, hotter, hottest.
Adjectives which in the positive consist of more than
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two syllables usually form the ir  comparatives and 
superlatives by prefixing respectively the adverbs more 
ami most to the positive : as. beatUi/ul, more beautiful^ 
most beautiful.
Some adjectives are compared irregularly : as, pood, 
better, best ; littll, less, least; bad, worse, worst, &c.
An adjective whose meaning: docs not admit of increase or 
diiiiinntion cannot be compared : as, supreme, excellent, slraig:hi, 
perfect, circular, square, right, empty, external, everlasting, 
dead, supreme ; brazen, golden, wooden ; weekly, daily, annual, 
Australian.
Al)J ECTI
Posit Lot 
Bad )
Evil y
111 j
Far
Fore
Forth (adv.)
Good
Hind
In (adv. or prep.)
Late
Little 
Many >
Much )
Near
Old
Out (adv. or prep.)
South 
Top(noun)
Up (adv.)
Very
VES COMPARKD 
Comparcftioe.
worse
farther
former
further
better
hinder
inner
( latter 
\la ter  
less
more
nearer
( older 
\  elder
( outer 
\  utter
upper
I r r e g u l a r l y .
Superlative.
worst
farthest 
J foremost 
\  first 
furthest 
best
hindmost 
/  inmost 
\  innermost 
( latest. 
i last 
least
most
( nearest 
( next 
(  oldest 
( eldest 
/outm ost 
< utmost 
V uttermost 
south most 
topmost 
(  upmost 
( uppermost 
veriest
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[Older and oldest may be used of both persons and th in g ';  
e/(icr and eldeei of persons only.
Farther means “ more far away.*' i.e., “more d istant"; 
further means “more to the fro n t/’ i.e., “more advanced/* 
or “additional/'I
The Pronoun.
T here  are  seven kinds of pronouns, v i z . : P e r ­
s o n a l , R e l a t i v e , I n t e r r o g a t i v e , R e f l e x i v e , 
D e m o n s t r a t i v e , I n d e f i n i t e , and D i s t r i b u t i v e .
A. A P e r s o n a l  P r o n o u n  i s  o n e  w h i c h  n a m e s  
e i t h e r  th e  p e r s o n  s p e a k i n g ,  th e  p e r s o n  s p o k e n  to, o r  
th e  p e rso n  s p o k e n  a b o u t :  a s .  / ,  thou, he, she, it.
Pronouns  (and  Pcrba)  have t h r e e  p e r s o n s , 
viz.:  the Firs t ,  the Second,  and the Third.
P e r s o n  ( L a t .  persona, a n  a c t o r ’s p a r t  in  a  p la y )  
is  t h a t  fo rm  o f  a  p r o n o u n  or  a  v e r b  “ w h i c h  s h o w s  
t h e  p a r t  p la y e d  in c o n v e r s a t i o n ,  w h e t h e r  (1) s p e a k ­
in g ,  ( 2 )  s p o k e n  to, or  ( 3 )  s p o k e n  of.*'
The First Personal Pronoun ( / .  IPe) denotes either ( i.)  the 
fil>oaker or ( ii .)  the speaker and those associated with him.
The Second Personal Pronoun {Thou, You) indicates the 
jKuson or persons spoken to.
The Third Personal Pronoun (He, She, It, They) denotes 
persons or things different from the speaker and from the 
person spoken to.
{“The Romans, whose grammar we have copied, thought it 
natural for a person speaking to think first of himself ( / ) ,  
secondly of the poison to whom he was speaking (you),  and 
thirdly  of anv one else about whom he was speaking (him  or
D E C L E N S I O N  O F  T H E  P E R S O N A L
P R O N O U N S .
F irs t  Person.
Singular. Plural.
X om .  I we
J*oss. mine ours
0 6 /. me us
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StcoHil Ftrson,
.V w i. thou ye  or you
Poss. th ine yours
Oh). thee you
Third Person (m ascu l in e ) .
Nom.  he they
Pass, his theirs
Obj.  him them
Third  P trton  (femi.iine).
Nom.  she th ey
Foss, hers theirs
Obj.  her them
Third Person (neuter).
N cm .  i t  th ey
Foss, its  theirs
Obj.  i t  them
B. A  R e l a t i v e  PaoNOUN (Lat. re, back  ; latus, 
carried) is one w hich  relates or carries us back  to a 
preceding noun or pronoun called the Antecedent (Lat. 
ante, before ; cedo, I go).
'I'he relative pronouns are : who, which, what, that, 
as, w ith their compounds loAoever, u7ttc/ierer, whatever;  
whosoever, whichsoever, whatsoever.
.4 s is a relative pronoun when used after snch or same. 
ir/io and whom reier to persons ; which, to animals  
and things without life ; and that, X.opersons and things.
What (which practically  is equ ivalent to the thing 
which or that which) is th e  neuter of who. I t  refers to  
th ings on ly, and its antecedent is now alw ays om itted .
In parsing don’t call what a compound relative pronoun
In the sentence “ .Tell me what.the boy siyd /’ What = rel. pro., 
eing., neut. (antecedent suppressed), obj. governed by “ said. *
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D e c l e n s i o n  of W HO a n d  WHAT 
Singular and Plural.
Mas, and Fern. , N tu t ,
Noin. who what
Poss. whose j whose
Obj. whom 1 what
C. An I n t e r r o g a t i v e  P r o n o u n  (Lat. inter, be­
tween ; rogo, I -ask) is one by means of which a 
question is asked. The interrogative pronouns are 
who, which and what. Who relates to persons, which 
and what to things. Who is declined in the same way 
as the relative who.
D.  A R e f l e x i v e  P r o n o u n  (Lat. re, back ; Jiecto, I 
bend) is one w hich denotes th a t  the object of an action 
is the same person or thing as the doer : as, The boy 
hu r t  himself. The children lost themselves in the bush.
The reflexive pronouns are :—Singular : myself^
thy selfy your.$elfy himself, herself, itself, oneself  
P l u r a l : ourselves, yourselves, themselves.
In the sentence “ I saw the accident tnyifelf" the word myself \s 
used emphatically and is noni. casein apposition with 1.
E. A D e m o n s t r a t i v e  P r o n o u n  (Lat. demonstrc, I 
point out) is one which points out a person or th ing  
definitely. The dem onstra tive  pronouns are : Ikis, 
that (with their plurals these and those), snch, same, so.
The words in italics in the following are dem onstra­
tive pronouns : (i.) is the boy 1 spoke to. (ii.)
That is a fine vessel, ( iii.) These are books well worth 
reading, ( iv.) Snch  is not the case, (v.) Let 
teach others who themselves excel, (vi.) His condition 
is the  same as when I last saw him. (vii .) 1 told you 
80 ( ^that).
[W\\er\ this, that, these, such &c., immediately p re­
cede nouns, they are demonstrative adjectives: as. This  
boy worked all his sums correctly. Those vessels are
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ready to sail. Such  bravery is deserving of all praise.]
F. An I n d e f i n i t e  P r o n o u n  is one which does not 
point out precisely the person or th ing  it refers to.
The Indefinite Pronouns a r e : one, none, any, somet 
other, another (all of which may also be used as 
adjectives) ; aught, naught, somebody, something, 
nothing, anything, and sometimes it and they.
Examples : One could see th a t  the ship was rapidly 
sinking. One m ust  be sure of one's ground. Heed 
no t though none should call thee fair. I have a lot of 
m arb les ;  do you want any?  Go, my son, and see if 
be wanting. W ho is it s tanding on the  hill? 
They  say th a t  the natives of Xew Guinea are very 
treacherous.
G. A D i s t r i b u t i v e  P r o n o u n  is one which denotes 
th a t  two or more things are taken  separately.
The Distributive* Pronouns are : each, every, either, 
neither.
Examples:  Let  each t ry  to assist, his neighbour. 
Never more shall either en ter  my house.
(When each, every, either,^ and neither are followed 
by nouns, they then become adjectives.)
Each other and one another are Compound Dis­
tr ibu tive  Pronouns.
The Verb (Lat. verhuni^ a word).
The verb is the  chief word in a sentence.
There are two kinds of verbs—t r a n s i t i v e  and 
i n t r a n s i t i v e .
[The word transitive (Lat. t7*a7i$, across;  f/NS, gone) 
means passing over ; and intraiisitive means passing 
over.]
A T r a n s i t i v e  V e r b  expresses an action which 
passes from an agent or doer to an ob jec t :  as, John
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broke the  slate .  [ I n  th is  sentence th e  ac t ion  of breaikng 
passes from Johji (who is the doer or subject) to ^a te  
(which is the object or th ing aimed a t  in the action).] 
(Brieflv, a Transitive Verb is one which has an object.)
The object is either (i.) the word which stands for the person or 
thing aimed at in the action denoted by the verb, or (iii) “ the 
word or collection of words answering to the question irAom ? or 
uha t 1 after a Verb or Preposition."
An I n t r a n s i t i v e  V e r b  is one which indicates e i ther  
(i.) a state or (ii.) an action confined to the  doer o r  
subject : as. The girl voas glad. The boy ran  quickly.
Many verbs usually intransitive have occasionally a transitive 
force: as—
Intransitive, Transitive,
The tops fpm. The boys are spinning  their tops.
The boy ran quickly. The boy ran  a race.
The vessel ./foaf5. The ore^' floated the vessel.
The horse walks. Tom walked the horse up the hill.
The boy ueitt away. They went their way in silence.
Also, many transitive verbs are sometimes u s ^  intransitively : 
as—
Transitive, Intransitive.
The heat of the sun melted the The snow melted. 
snow.
The boy opened the door. The door opened just as we
arrived.
The boy broke the glass. The glass broke owing to the
heat.
Prepositions compounded w ith  some in transit ive  
verbs make them t r a n s i t iv e : as, o u tru n ; lie^
overlie ; stands understand  ; &c.
Verbs are inflected (i.e., undergo changes of form) 
to m ark  diflerences of Person^ Number^ Tense, Moody 
and  Voice,
P er s o n  is  th e  form of  a verb  w h i c h  s h o w s  w h e t h e r  
i t s  su b je c t  s t a n d s  for the  p erson  s p e a k in g ,  t h e  person  
s p o k e n  to ,  or th e  p erson  or th in g  s p o k e n  ab o u t .
If the subject of Uie verb stands for the speaker, the verb is in 
the first person; if for the person addressed, it is. in the second
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person ; and if for neither the speaker nor the person addressed, 
it  is in the third person,
NtTMBKR is the form of a verb which shows w hether  
one thing or more th an  one is spoken of.
Verbs nave two num bers—viz.; and Plural.
When the subject of the verb is in the s in ^ la r  num ber the verb 
is in the sinjrular, and when the subject is in the plural, the verb 
is in the plural.
T e n s e  .(Lat. tempus^ Fr. temps, time) is the  form of 
a verb showing the time of an action. There are three 
times of which we can speak : (i.) the  present time, 
(ii ) time gone by, a n d ' ( i i i . )  the  time to come: 
hence a verb has t h r e e  s i m p l e  t e n s e s —viz., P r e s e n t ,  
P a s t  and  F u t u r e .  Besides these there  are (in the  
Indicative Mood) the  P e r f e c t ,  P l u p e r f e c t  and 
F u t u r e  P e r f e c t  tenses.
The present and past  tenses have each three forms— 
viz. : the ordinary  form, the progressive form, and th e  
emphatic form : and the fu ture  has an ordinary and a  
progressive form : thus.:
* Ordinary. Progressive. Emphatic.
Present  I run. I  am running. I  do run.
Past  I ran. I  was running. I  did run.
Future  I shall run. I  shall be running.
Tense is shown either (i.) by i n e l e x i o n s , or (ii.) by 
means of certain companion verbs called A u x i l i a r i e s  
(Lat. auxi lm m ,  help).
An A u x i l i a r y  V e r b  is one th a t  helps o ther  verbs 
to  form , some of the ir  tenses, moods, voices or forms : 
as, be, have, shall, will, may. would, should do.
th e  auxiliary verbs of tense are have, shall, will. The auxili- 
aries of mood are map, might, should and would. The only aux­
iliary of voice is be (with its inflexions). The auxiliaries of form 
are t e  (for.the progressive) and do-(for the emphatic).
(In the following sentences: ( i .)  The boy can do that sum 
easily; and (ii . ) You may go home now as your mother wants
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words can (=  is able) and taay ( = are permitted to) are not 
auxiliaries.]
To coNJUG.vTE a verb is to s ta te  the inflexions (i.e., 
changes in form) which it undergoes for variations of 
j>er8on, number, tense and inood^
The FUTURE TENSE is formed by the help of the 
auxiliary verbs %hall and xjcxlL {Shall is used in the  
first person and will in the second and th ird  persons).
The PERFECT' TENSE is formed bv the aid of the 
auxiliary verb Aatv, the pluperfect \)V the aid of had^ 
and the future-perfect by the aid of Hoall have and will 
have.
In order to conjugate a verb we must know its chief 
p a r ts—viz., the present tense indicative, the past tense 
indicatlvey and the past partic ip le: as, give (present), 
yave (past), and given (past participle).
M o o d  (L a t .  y n o d i i s ,  a m anner)  is th e  form a ssu m ed  
b y  a verb  to  s h o w  the  d if leren t  w a y s  in w h ic h  a s t a t e  
or  an  a c t io n  is t h o u g h t  of or rep resen ted .
Verbs have four m o o d s —viz . ,  INDICATIVE (or Moodoj  
Fact)y I m p e r a t i v e  (o r  Mood oj Command)^ S u b ­
j u n c t i v e  (or Mood oJ Suppod(ion)y and I n f i n i t i v e .
l l i e  INDICATIVE mood (Lat. indtco, I point out) 
e i ther  s ta tes  as a fact or asks questions : as, 1 he boy 
carne to school. Who read last Y
l l i e  IMPERATIVE mood (Lat. i/nperoy I command) 
commands or requests : as, Give him the book. Oh, 
Lord, hear us !
The SUBJUNCTIVE mood expresses a supposition., 
doubt,  possibility, purpose, wish, or condition : as, If  
I were in your place I would accept the  appointment.  
T refuse to follow his advice whatever it m ay be. I t  
«uch a thing should happen the country would suffer
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greatly. I brought the  lad to the museum th a t  he 
mhjht see the meteorite. Long may  she reign. The 
boy could do the sum if he tcotikl only try.
The subjunctive mood usually follows the conjunc­
tions if, although, uiiiess, lest, ]>rovkled (hat, so that, until, 
&c. These conjunctions, however, are no p a r t  of the 
subjunctive mood.
A verb may be e i ther  F i n i t e  or I.vk i .nmte. A hnite 
verb (Lat. finis, an end) is one which is limited by 
person and number, in addition to tense and mood. A 
verb in its infinite (Lat. in, n o t ; finis, an end) form 
is not limited by person and number. The verb 
infinite includes (i.) the I n f i n i t i v e  M o o d , (ii.) the 
(Jk r u n d , and (iii.) the 1*.\r t i c i p l e s .
The i n f i n i t i v e  mood is the simplest form of a v erb ,  
and represents actions or s ta tes  w ithou t  reference to 
person or numlier : as. W e wish to go. To err is 
human. Let him go. She made me laugh.
In modern English the  infinitive usually has to 
before it. To, however, is no p a r t  of the  infinitive ; 
i t  is merely the most frequent sign of the infinitive. 
A t one time the infinitive had no to before it, bu t  was 
expressed by the suffix an (e.g., drincan,  to drink ; 
g i f  an, to give ; cuman, to  come).
The verbs may, can, shall, icill, let, mu.d, do, bid, 
make, see, hear, &c., are followed by the infinitive 
w ithout to : as. You may go. W e  shall see. Lid him 
come.
The simple infinitive is an abs trae t  noun, forming 
e ither the subject or object of a verb : as. To err Z  
human. (To err =  noun, nom. to “  i s ” ). He wants  to 
speak (to speak =  noun, obj., gov. )»)' “  w a n ts ” ).'’ •
When the infinitive is used (i.) as an adjective 
phrase, or (ii.) as an adverbial phrase of purpose, i t  is
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c2l\ \ ^  geriindicd infinitivt : as, (i.) The agent has a 
house to Let. (Here, to let =  gerundial infinitive, used 
us an adjective, limiting “  h o u s e . ( i i . ) They came to 
town to see the show. (Here, to see =  for the purpose 
of seeing, and is parsed as a gerundial infinitive, used 
adverbially, modifying “  came.” )
There are three tenses in the infinitive mood, viz. 
— (i.) P r e s e n t  I n f i n i t i v e  (as, to give);  (ii ) P e rfect  
I n f i n i t i v e  (as, to have given) ; and (iii.) F u t u r e  
INFINITIVE (as, to be about to give).
A G e r u n d  (Lat. gerOy I  carry) is a verbal noun 
ending in -ing, which carries on tlie action of the verb, 
and when formed from a transit ive verb can take an 
o b je c t : as. Healing  the  sick is a noble work. He 
escaped by crossing the river. He is fond of reading 
the newspapers. The boy was very sorry for being 
late.
In the sentence “  The boy is delighted a t  having 
won the prize,” haxnng xvon is a compound gerund of 
the verb to win,  objective in an adverb phrase after  
“ a t . ” Similarly, in the sentence “ The prisoner was 
afraid of being cap tu red ,” being captured  is a com­
pound gerund.
A P a r t i c i p l e  is th a t  p a r t  of a verb ending in dn/7, 
-edy or -en, and is in its nature  p i r t ly  a verb and 
partly  an adjective (or, briefly, a participle is a verbal 
adjective).
There are three participles, viz.—(i.) the P r e s e n t  
{e.g., falling) \ (ii.) the P ast  ( e . y . , /a//en) ; and (iii.) the 
P erfect  {e.g., having fallen).
in “ Expecting a storm, we rowed forthe shore,” Ezpectinq i t  the 
present participle of the verb expecty depending upon “ we.” Id 
** We saw the prisoner escaping over the gaol wall,” escaping i t
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the present participle of the verb escape, depending upon
prisoner.”
In “ We have spoken to the boatman.” spoken is past participle 
of the verb to speak depending upon “ have.”
VOICE.
V oice  is  th e  form of  a verb  w h ic h  s h o w s  w h e t h e r  
t h e  su b jec t  o f  th e  verb  s ta n d s  for t h e  d oer  or t h e  
o b je c t  o f  t h e  a c t io n  sp o k en  of  by  th e  verb .
Transitive Verbs have t w o  v o i c e s —A c t i v e  a n d  
P a s s i v e .
The A c t iv e  V oice  is t h a t  form of a verb which 
shows th a t  the subject of the verb s tands for the doer 
o f the action which the verb describes : as, The boy 
caufjht the  parrot.
The P a s s i v e  V oice  is th a t  form of a verb wliich 
shows th a t  the subject of the verb stands for the 
o^ >ject of the action which the verb describes : as. The 
parro t  xoas caxujht by the  boy.
The Passive Voice is formed by adding the past 
participle of a T r a n s i t i v e  V e r b  to a p a r t  of the verb 
to be.
(Only Transitive Verbs can be used in the passive 
voice )
Active. ‘ Passive.
The teacher praised  the  The boy teas praised  by
boy. the teacher.
The girl won the prize. The prize was won by
the girl.
An I m p e r s o n a l  V e r b  is one in which the source of 
the  action is not s ta ted : as, I t  raiius. I t  hails. 
Methinks (i.e.. I t  seeim to m e:  from A. S. thyncan^ to 
seem). In these examples is an impersonal
pronoun  nom. case to &c.
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Verbs may be either REGULAR, IRRKGULAR or
D e f e c t i v e  in their conjugation.
A REGULAR (or WEAK) VERB is one which forms
its past tense and past participle by adding d, cd, or t
to the present tense: as, love, Loved, loved; walk, walked,
walked; dream, dreamt, dreamt.
An IRREGULAR (or STRONG) VERB is one whose
past tense and past participle are not formed by
adding d, ed, or t to the present. (Such verbs Usually
form their past tense by m odifying the vowel sound of
the present tense): as, steal, stole  ^ s to len; drink, drank,
drunk ; cat, ate, eaten ; ^ive^ g^ve, gtiun,
A D e f e c t i v e  V e r b  i s  one which has not a l l  the
usual moods and tenses:  as, shall (present),  should
(past) ,  (past participle w anting) .  S imilarly ,  can.
could, (past participle wanting) : dare, d ios t ,  (past
participle wanting).
(A tense  which  m a y  be expressed  by a  s ingle  word is 
called a S imhlk  I'knsf:, and  a  tense  w h ich  can  only  be ex ­
pressed by the  help  of an a u x i l ia ry  v e rb i s  ca l led  a  Co m p o u n d  
T e n s e .)
Conjugation of the Verb, To Be.
I n d i c a t i v e  ] \Io o d .
Present Tense.
1. Stnf*. I am .  1. Pltir.  we are.
2. thou  a r t .  2. ye or  you a re .
3. he, she, or  it is. 3. they  are .
Past Tense
1. Sutg. I was. 1. Plur ,  we were.
2. thou  wast .  2. ye o r  you were.
3. he, she, o r  it  was. 3. they  were.
Tutu re Teme.
1. Sin g .  I sha ll  be. 1. Plur .  we sha l l  be.
2. th o u  wilt  be. 2. ye or  you will be.
3. he. she. or  it  w ill he. they  will be.
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Perjtct Teiise,
1. SiJig. I have been. 1. Plur,  we have been.
2. thou hast been. 2. ye or you have been.
3. he, she, or it has been. 3. they have Wen.
Pluperfect Tense.
1. Sijig. I had been. 1. Plur. we had beeii.
2. thou hadst been. 2. ye Or you had Wen.
3. he, she, or it had been. 3. they had been.
Future Perftct Tense.
1. Sitig, I shall have been. 1. Plur.  we shall have been.
2. thou wilt have been. 2. ye or you will have
3. he, she, or it^will have ' been.
been. 3. they will have been.
iMPEiiATivK M o o d .
2. 5in^. Be thou. 2, Plur, Be ye.
S u b j u n c t i v e  M o o d .
Present Tense (after i/, that^ although, &c.).
1. Sing, (if) I be. 1. Plur. (if) we be.
2. (if) thou be. 2, (if) ye or you be.
3. (if) he, she, or it be. 3. (if) they be.
Present Tense (2nd form).
1. Sing, (that) I may be. 1. Plur.  (that) we may l>e.
2. (that) thou inayest be. 2 (that) ye or you may be.
3. (that) he, she, or it 3. (that)‘they uiay be.
may be.
Past Tense (after i f :  1st form). *
1. Sing, (if) I were. 1. Plur. (if) we were.
2 (if) thou wert. 2. (if) ye or \ ou were.
3. (if) he, she, or it were. 3. (if) they were.
Past Teiise (after i f :  2nd form).
1. Sing, (if) I should be. 1. Plur. (if) we should be.
2. (if) thou shouldst be. 2. (if) ye or you should be
8. (if) he, she, or it 3. (if) they should be.
should be.
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[The Past Tense has two other forms: ( i.)  wkh no c#ojuMC- 
tion ; I Sihould be; thou wouldst be; he should be.- We shbuld 
l>e ; ye or you would be; they would be. ( i i .)  (that) I might 
b e ; thou mightst b e ; he might be. We, ye, or they might be.
P er fec t  Tense .
Sing, ( if )  I have been. 1. Plur. ( if)  we have been,
( if )  thou hast been. 2. ( if)  ye or you have
( if )  he, she, or it have been,
been. 3. ( if)  they have been.
(The fonn (if) thou have been is almost obsolete.)
Pluperfect or Past Perfect Tense (with i f ) .
(if) I hatl been; (if) thou hadst been ; &c., as in the Indicative.
[The Pluper/ect has two other forms : (i.) with no conjunction :
1 should have been ; thou wouldst have been ; he would have 
oecn. We should have been ; ye would have been ; they would 
have been, (ii ) (that) I might have been; thou mightst have 
‘been; he might have been, &c l
iN EiK iT ivE  M ood .
Present: to be. Perfect: to have been. F u tu re : to be about to be.
P a k t ic ip i.es .
Present: being. Past  : been. Perfect : having been.
Conjugation of the Regular Verb, 
To Love.
A C T IV E  VOICE.
I n d i c a t i v e  M o o d .
P resen t  Tense  (Ordinary Form).
Sing. I love. 1. Plur. we love.
2. thou lovest. 2. ye or you love.
3. he, she, or it loves. 3. they love.
Present Tense (Progressive Form).
1. Sing. I am loving. 1. Plur. we are loving.
2. thou art loving. 2. ye or you are loving.
3. he, she, or it is loving. 3. they are loving.
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PrestiU Teiise (EinphatiG Form).
1. Sing. I do love. 1. ^*lur. we do love.
2. thou dost love. 2. ye or you do love.
3 . he, she, or it does love. 3. they do love.
Past Tense (Ordinary Form).
1. Sing. I loved. 1. Mt/r. we loved.
2. thou lovedst. 2, ye or you loved.
3 he, she, or it loved. 3. they loved.
Past Tense (Progressive Form).
1. Sing. I was loving. 1. Plur. we were loving.
2. thou wast loving. 2. ye or you were loving.
3. he, she, or it was loving 8. they w ere loving.
Past Tense (Emphatic  Form).
1. Sing. I did love. 1. Plur. we did love.
2. thou didst love. 2. ye or you did love.
3. he, she, or it did love. 3. they did love.
Future Tense.
1. Sing. 1 shall love. 1. Plur. we shall love.
2. thou wilt love 2. ye or you w ill love.
3. he, she, or it w ill love. 3. they will love.
The progressive form  of the Future is : I shall be loving^ kc.
Perfect Tense.
1. Sing. 1 have loved. 1. Plur. we have loved.
2. thou hast loved. 2. ye or you have loved.
3. he, she, or it has loved. 3. they have loved.
Pluperfect Tense.
1. Sing. I had loved. 1. Plur. we had loved.
2. thou hadst loved. 2. ye or you had loved.
3. he, she, or it had loved. 3. they had loved.
Future Perfect Tense.
1. Sing. I shall have loved. 1. Plur.  we shall have loved.
2. thou wilt have loved. 2. ye or you will have
3. he, she, or it will have loved.
loved. 8. they will have loved.
Im perative Mood.
Sing, love thou. Plur. love ye.
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S u b j u n c t iv e  M o o d .
Present Tense (after if).
1. 5in^. (if) I love, be loving. 1. Pfur. (if) we love, be loving.
or do love. or do love.
2. (if) thou love, be lov- 2. (if) ye or you love, be
ing. or do love. loving, or do love.
3. (if) he, she. or it love. 3. (if)they love. l>e loving,
be loving, or do or do love,
love.
Present Tenxe (a fter  (hat).
1. Sing, (that) 1 may love. 1. Plur. (that) we may love.
2 (that) thou mayest love 2. (that) ve or you may
love.
3 (that) he, she, or it 3. (that) they may love.
may love.
Past Tense (after i f : 1st form).
1. Sing, (if) I loved or were 1. Plur.  (if) we loved or were
loving. iovin;
2 (if) thou lovedst or 2. (if) ye or you loved or
wert loving. were loving.
3 (if) he, she, or it loved 3. (if) they lovixi or were
or were loving. loving.
[The Past Tense has three other fonns :—(i.) (if) I should love ; 
thou shouldst love ; he should love, (if) we should love ; ye should 
love ; they should love, (ii.) with no conjunction : I should love ; 
thou wouldst love; he would love. We should love; \e  would 
love ; they would love, (iii.) (that) I might love; thou mightst 
love ; &c.]
Perfect.
1. Sing,  (if) I have loved. 1. Plur. (if) we have loved.
2. (if) thou hast loved. 2. (if) ye or you have
3 (if) he, she, or it have loved.
loved. 3. (if) they have loved.
(The form (if) thoxL have loved is almost obsolete.)
Pluperfect or Past Perfect (with i f ) .
(if) I had loved ; thou hadst loved ; &c.
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Pluperfect or Past Perfect ( w i t h  n o  conjunction),
I should  have lo v e d ; thou w ouldst have lo v e d ; he. she, or
it w ould have loved ; &c.
Pluperfect or Past Perfect (with that),
(th at) I m ight have loved; (that) thou m ightst have loved. &o.
Infinitive Mood,
Present:  To love. Perfect:  To have loved.
Future:  To be about to love.
Participles,
Present:  L oving. P a s t:  Loved.
Perfect:  Having loved.
PASSIVE VOICE.
INDICATIVE M o o d .  
present Tense,
1. Stng. I am  loved. 1. Plur,  we are loved.
2. thou art loved. *2. ye or you are loved.
3. he, she. or it is loved. 3. they are loved.
Past Tense,
1. Sing,  I was loved. I. Plur,  we were loved.
*2. thou wast loved. *2. ye or you were l o , ed.
3. he, sh e.or it was loved. 3. they  were loved.
Future Tense,
1. Sing,  I shall be loved. 1. Plur,  we shall bo loved.
2. thou w ilt be loved. ‘2. ye or you w ill be
3. he, slie, or it w ill be loved.
loved. 3. they  will be loved.
Perfect Te^se.
1. Sing,  I have been loved. 1. Plur ,  we have been loved
2. thou hast been loved. 2. ye or you have been
3. he. she. or it has been loved.
loved. 3. they have been loved.
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P lu p tr f tc i  Teiixe,
1. Sin{7 . I had been loved. 1. Plur, we had been loved.
2. thou hadsl l>een loved. 2. ye or you had been
loved.
3. he, she, or it had been 3. they had l>een loved.
loved.
FtU u re - P e r f  ext 7 V iv^e.
1. 5in{7. I shall have been loved. 1. Plur. v:e shall have Wen
loved.
2. thou wilt have been 2. ye or vou will have
loved. been lovml.
3. he, she, or it * ill have 3. they will have been
been loved. loved.
I m p k k a t iv e  M ood .
2. Sing, be thou love l^. 2. Plur. be ye loved.
SURTUNCTIVE MoOD.
^'re^ent Tense (with if) .
(if) 1 ne loved ; (if) thou be loved ; <fcc.
Present Tense (with that).
(that) I may be loved ; (that) thou mayst be loved;
Past Tense (1st form : with  if) .
(i.) (if) I were loved ; (if) thou wert loved; &c.
(ii.) (if) I should be loved; (if) thou shouldst be loved; &c.
(iii.) W ith  no conjunction).
Sing. I should be loved ; thou wouldst be loved ; he would W loved. 
Plur  we should be loved ; ye or you would be loved ; they would 
be loved.
(iy.) (that) I might be loved ; (that) thou mightst be loved; &c.
Perfect.
(if) I have been loved ; (if) thou hast been loved ; &c. 
Pluperfect or Past Perfect.
(1.) (if) I had been loved ; (if) thou hadst been loved; &0.
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(ii.) {W ith  WO conjMMr/io7i).
I should have been loved ; thou wouldst hare been lovt^l; &c.
iii.) (that) I mijjht have been loved; (that) thou miphtst have 
been loved ; (that) he, she, or it might have l>een loved.
I n f in it iv e  M o o d .
Preaent: to be loved. P erfec t: to have been loved.
P a r t ic ip l e s .
P resen t: being loved. P o e t : loved.
P er fec t: having been loved.
Conjugation of Shall, Will, May, Can,
and Do.
SHALL.
I n d ic a t iv e  M o o d .
Present Tense,
1. Sing. I shall. L Plnr. we shall.
2. thou shall. 2. ye or you shall.
3. he, she, or it shall. %. they shall.
I n d ic a t iv e  a n d  S u b j u n c t iv e .
P m t Tense,
1. Sing, I should. 1, PLxir. we should.
2. thou shouldst. 2. ye or you sliould
3. he, she, or it should. 3. they should.
W IL L .
I n d ic .vtive  M o o d .
Present Tense,
1. Sing. 1 will. 1. Plur, we will.
2. thou wilt. 2. ♦ ye or you t\ill.
3. he, she, or it will. 3. they will.
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I n d ic a t iv e  a n d  S u b j u n c t iv e .
Past Tense.
1. Sing, I would. 1. Plur.  we would.
2. thou wouldst. 2. ye or you would.
3 he, she, or it would. 3, they would.
MAY.
INDICATIVE AND SUBJUNCTIVE.
Present Tense.
1. Sing. I may. 1. Plur,  we may.
2. thou mayest, or mayst. 2. ye or you maj.
3. he, she, or it may. 3. they may.
Past Tense.
1. Sing. I might. I. Plur.  we might.
2. thou mightst. 2. ye or you might.
3. he, she, or it might. 3. they might.
CAN.
I n d ic a t iv e  M o o d .
Present Tense.
1. Sing. I can. 1. Plur, we can.
2. thou canst. 2. ye o*' you can.
3. he, she, or it can. 3. they can.
I n d ic a t iv e  a n d  S u b j u n c t iv e .
Past Tense.
1. Sing. I could. I. Plur.  we could.
2. thou couldst. 2. ye or you could.
3. he, she, or it could. 3. Ihey could.
DO.
Present Tense.
1. Sing. I do. 1. Plur. we do.
2. thou dost or doestw 2. ye or you do.
3. he, she, or it does, 3 they do.
doeth or doth.
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1.
2 .
i.
Past Tense.
Sing, I did. 1. Plur, we dki.
thou didst. 2. ye or you did.
he, she, or it did. 3. they did.
(The other tenses of do are regular.)
List of Strong* or Irreg*ular Verbs.
Present.
Abide
Am
Arise
Awake
Bear, to bring forth
Bear, to carry
Beat
Become
Be^in
Behold
Bend
Bereave
Beseech
Bid, to 007)1771 and
Hid, at auction
Bind
Hite
Bleed
Blow
Break
Breed
Brin%
Build
Burst
Buy
Cast
Catch
Chide
Choose
Clin^
Clothe
Come
Cost
P a s t , P a  sf P a r t  i d />/e
abode alxxie
was been
arose arisen
awoke or awaked awaked
bore born
bore bonie
beat beat or beaten
became bec'ome
began begun
beheld l>eheld or beholden
bent or bended btuit or bendeti
bereft or bereaved bereft or l>ereavcd
besought besought
bade or bid bid or bidden
bid bid
bound bound
bit bitten or bit
bled blcKl
blew blown
broke broken
bred bred
brought brought
built built
burst burst
bought bought
cast cast
camrht caught
chid chidden or chid
chose chcsen
clung clung
clothed or clad clothed or clad
came come
cost cost
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P r t i ^ n t , P a ^ t . P a ^ t  P a j ' t ic ip l t
O ow crowed or crew crowetl
Creep ere t crept
Cut cut cut
Pare, tc v^ntvre durst dare<l
I ^ re. to ckaUenge dared dared (reg,)
Deal dealt dealt
IMK dug dug
Do did done
Draw drew drawn
Driiik drank drunk or drunken
Drive drove driven
Dwell dwelt dwelt
Kat ate eaten
Fall fell fallen
Fee<l fed fed
Feel felt felt
F i-ht fought fought
Find found found
Flee fled fled
FliiiK fiuug fluug
Flow, at water flowed flowed {reg.)
Fly flew flown
Forbear forbore forborne
Forget forgot forgotten or forgot
Forsake forsook forsaken
Freeze froze* frozen
(let got gotten or got
(liM gilt or gilded gilt or gilded
Give gave given
Go went gone
Grind ground ground
G row grew grown
Hang hung or hanged hung or hanged
Have had had
Hear heard heard
Help helped helper I or holpen
Hew hewed hewn or hewed
Hide hid hidden or hid
Hit hit hit
Hold held held or holden
Hurt hurt hurt
Keep kept kept
Kneel knelt or kneeled knelt
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Knit knit, knitted knit, knitted
K now knew known
l-ade laded laden
I^y, to place laid laid
Lead led led
l^ave left left
Lend lent lent
Let let let
Lie, to speak faUely lied lied (re?.)
Lie, to lie down lay lain
Light lighted or lit lighted or lit
Ix)se lost lost
Make made made
Meet met met
Mow mowed mown or mowed
Pay paid paid
l \ i t put put
tjiiit quit or quitted quit
Head read read
Hend rent rent
Hid rid rid
Hide rode ridden or rode
Ring rang rung
Rise rose risen
Run ran run
Saw sawed sawn or, we
Say said said
See saw seen
Seek sought sought
Sell sold sold
Send sent sent
Set, to place set set
Sew sewed sewn
Shake shook shaken
Shear sheared or shore shorn
Shed shed shed
Shine shone shone
Shew shewed shew n
Shoe shod shod
Shoot shot shot
Shrink shrank or shrunk shrunk
Shut shut shut
Sing siing sung
34  LIST OF STRONG OR IRRFCTLAR VERBS
PrcieiU. Pcjust. PaM ParttcifJ
Sink sank sunk
Sit. (0 upon sat sat
Slay slew slain
Slrfp slept slept
Slinic slung slung
Smite smote smitten or smit
Sow sowed sown
Speak spoke or spake spoken
Speed sped sped
Spend spent spent
Spill spilt or spilled s}»ilt or spilled
Spin s|mn or 8)»ui spun
Spit spit or spat spit f»r spit ten
Split split split
Spread spread sprea^i
Sprin* sprang^ sprung
Stand stood stood
Steal stole stolen
Stick stuck stuck
Stin f^ stung stung
Strike struck struck or stricken
String strung strung
Strive strove striven
Strew or at row strewed or strowed slrown
Swear swore sworn
Sweep swept swept
Swell swelled swelled or swollen
Swim swam swum
Swing swung swung
Take took taken
Teach taught taught
Tear tore torn
Tell told told
Think thought thought
Thrive throve or thrived thriven
Throw threw thrown
Thrust thrust thrust
Tread trtxl or trode trod<len
Wake woke, waked waked
Wear wore worn
Weave wove woven
Weep wept wept
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Present. P ast. P a s t Partic ip le .
Win won won
Wind wound wound
Work wrought or worked wrought or worked
Wring wrung wrung
Write wrote written
Adverb (Lat. uJ, to ; c e r h u m ,  a word).
Adverbs modify the meaning of a verb, adjective, or other 
abverb. [They were so called because of their close and most 
frequent relation to the verb.]
Adverbs are classed ( i.)  according to their functions (or 
duties) into simple and conjunctive, and ( ii .)  according to 
their meaning into adverbs of time, place, manner, degree, 
reason, and negation,
A simple adverb merely modifies the meaning of a verb, 
adjective or adverb: as, The boy runs quickly. That flower 
is very pretty. The girl writes exceedingly well.
A conjunctive adverb n6t only modifies the meaning of a 
verb, adjective or adverb, but also joins the clause to which 
it belongs to the rest of the sentence: as, The burglar ran 
away when he saw the policeman. Tell me why  that word is 
an adjective. Wait, if you please, while I read this letter. 
I wonder where the boy left the book.
A d v e r b s  o f  T im e :  After, afterwards, always^ already, 
anon, before, by and by, ever, forthwith, lately, now, 
presently, soon, still, to-day, then, when, yesterday, kc.
A d v e r b s  o f  P la c e :  .\bove, below, down, firstly, in, out, 
up, within, &c. [From the stem of he are formed here ( =  in 
this place) ; hence (= fr o m  this place) ; and hither ( = t o  this 
place). From the stem of the are formed there ( = i n  that 
p lace); thence ( = f r o n f  that place) ; thither ( = t o  that 
place) ; and then ( = a t  that tim e). From tbe stem of who 
are formed where ( = i n  what place) ; whence (= fr o m  what 
place) ; whither ( = t o  what place), and when ( = a t  what 
tim e).]
A d v e r b s  o f  M a n n e r :  How, ill, well, and adverbs end­
ing in ly {e.g,, quickly,. freely, unwittingly, &c.)
A d v e r b s  o f  D e g r e e : Enough, exactly, just, little, much, 
more, most, scarcely, the {e.g,, The sooner the better), very, &c.
3 6  THE PREPOSTTIOS
A d v e r b s  o f  R e a s o n : Conse<}aently, hence, therefore, 
wherefore, why, &c
A d v e r b s  o t N e g a t i o n  (Lat. nego, I deny): No, not.
The inflexion of an adverb is called coxparisox. Adverbs may 
be in the c^mpMrativf^ or gup^rlative decree.
The positive deirree of most adverbs is formed by addintr the 
siirtix (y to the corresponding adjective in the positive degree : as, 
txceet, ifu'^etly.
The comparative and superlative of adverbs are mostly formed 
by prefixing more and most respectively to the positive : us, 
iW4etlyt mere nceetlw, most sweetly.
Many adverbs (f.n , here, there, then, therefore, thus, too, , 
cannot be compared, and others are compared irregularly : as) 
badly or i/Z, wor^e. worxt; welly bettery best ; muchy more, moU ; 
fary farthery farthett; late, latevy last ; &c.
P r e p o s i t i o n  (Lat. pres, before ; posifuif,
placed ).
Prepositions may be classed as either si.mplk or p h r a s a l .
S im p le  P r e p o s i t i o n s  : (i.) At, by, for, from, in, of,off, on, 
through, till, to, up, with, over, under, (ii.) Above, about, aboard, 
along, amid, around, athwart, beside, between, but, throughout, 
towards, until, without, &c. [As far as origin is concerned the 
prepositions in group (ii.) are really compound,]
(The following prepositions are |>articipial in form :—Concerning, 
considering, during, except, including, pending, respecting, past, 
regarding, touching.)
P h r a s a l  P r e p o s i t i o n s  : As to ; as regards ; according to : 
as for ; in addition to ; instead o f ; in s]ute of ; owing to ; round 
about; with regard to ; with reference to ; &c.
A preposi t ion and  th e  noun (or its equivalent)  following 
to g e th e r  form e i the r  (i.) an a d j k c t i t k  p h ra s k  or  (ii.) an a d v k r  
PURASK : e,g, :
A. A d j e c t i v e  p h r a s e s  : A man of courage {i.e.y a courageous 
m an); a man o/ little edxtcaiion ; the walls oj the city ; &o.
B. A d v e r b  p h r a s e s  : The boy swam across the stream ; 
the train ran off" the line ; &c.
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PrepoHtionf. Adverbs.
Ckioo horse bolte<i aloivj the Go alonq quickly, 
road.
All but Janies had grone to the T is but a trivial matter.
cricket match.
The football is on the ground. Put roiir hat on.
The children swarmed about The papers were scattered 
him like bees. about.
After certain words only certain prepositions can be used, thu s: 
Abhorrence o / ; abound tn or uu'th ; accede to ; accord jrith or to ; 
accuse o /;  acquiesce tn ; acquit o / ; adjacent fo ; agree with 
(person); apree to (proposal); alienate fro m  ; assent t o ; bestow 
upon ; capable o f ; compatible with  ; conform t o ; confide to or 
in ;  conformable to; differ fro m ;  conscious of;  convince of;  
deficient in ; dependent on ; derogate from  ; desirous o f ; die 0/  
or by ; dissent f r o m ; enjoin u p o n ; foreign t o ; glad of or at ; 
ignorant of; incapable o f ; independent o f ; indifferent to ; insist 
upon;  intent on or upon;  martyr for or to; militate aiiaimt;  
mistrustful o f ; part from  (a person); part tvith (a thin*yj ; 
prejudice against; prejudicial to ; profit by ; proud o f;  pursuance 
o f ; reconcile to or with;  redolent o f;  relevant to;  remind of;  
replete w i th ; similar t o ; sympathise with  ; triumph over; 
unmindful o f; warn of; worthy 0/ ,
Conjunction (Lat. con, together; junclrts ,  
joined).
Conjunctions are oo-ordixate, subordinate, or phrasal.
A co-ordinate conjunction joins clauses which arc independent 
of one another : as, and, both, but, either . . .  or, ^wither . . . 
nor, &c.
A subordinate conjunction Joins two clauses, one of which is 
dependent upon the other : as, that, after, since, till, because, for, 
lest, if, unless, but. though, than, whether . . .  or, &c.
A phrasal conjunction is a string of words having the force of a 
conjunction : as, in order that, as if, as though, provided that, &c.
Derivation.
Deri\ation deals with the origin of words and the ways in which 
words are formed from roots or other words.
^ cither priwifin^ or derivative.
Primitive words are those which cannot be traced to any simple 
words in the language : as, boy, good, great.
Sh D E R I V A T I O N
D erivative words can be traced to sim pler words in the  
languar-e: as, boyncHHi, guoiini:s2>, greatly-  
A ctiniponfui word is form ed by joining together two or 
Miore words: as. book-binJer,  qu ar tc i ’’fnasitir~scrgeant»
De rivative words are form ed by 
u i‘ (>)Mr<jsiTiuN : as, u\ilkif i;*-siick  
\t } I n tk u n a l C h a n g es : as. breach  (from  break),
(L; ADDING PiiEFixJtsoK Af f i x e s : as. un-happy  J ea rU ss*
WORDS F O R M E D  BY COMPOSITION.
ia) N o t n s :  R ailw ay, bull-baiting, dining-room , good-will*
quick-silver, pickpocket, water-spout. butter-keg.
(6) Ad j e c t iv e s  : Seagirt, m oth-eaten, well-bred, out-spoken.
a lm ighty , soul-killing, seasick , foot-sore.
(c) Ve r b s : B row bea t ,  w h i tew ash ,  under-sell ,  undergo,  u n ­
d e rm in e .  overdo, don  ido-fon). doff (do f  off).
Ui) .CDVERBS : Straightw ay, thereupon, headforem ost.
WORDS F O R M E D  BY IN T E R N A L  CHANGES.
(u) N ouns:  H ilt from  hold,  lair from lie. seam  from ^ete. team  
from tow,  seed from  sow ,  blast from  blow,  sigh t from  
see, strength from  strong,  deed from  do,  birth from  
bear,  drought from  dry ,  fodder from feed,  tale from  
tell,  flight from f ly ,  woof from  weave ,  drogher from  
dran .
ib) Ve r b s : Gild from go/t/, brand from  6wrti. dazzle from^f^fg#
dribble from  drop,  kneel from knee,  linger from  long, 
V* ince from  wi f i k ,  dodge from dog, throttle from  th ro a t ,  
gam ble from  gam e,  hitch  from hook,  glaze from  g lass .  
(o) .C d je c t iv e s :  Hot from heat ,  proud from  pride ,  liv e  from  
l ive ,  brittle from b eak ,  h ealthy  from heal.
A Pr e f i x  is a  s ignif leant  par t ic le  p laced before  a word to 
a l t e r  its m ean ing .
An Af f i x  o r  T er m in a t io n  is a  s ign if lean t  p a r t ic le  p u l  
a f t e r  a word to  a l te r  its m ean ing ,
ANGLO-SAXON P R E F I X E S .
A -  or. in,  or to: as, ashore, afield, aboard, abed.
Ite to m ake:  as, b elittle , bedim .
I hi, em  ~  in. in to ,  or on; also, to m ake:  as, em body.
enclose, em bark, enable.
For =  d en ia l :  as, forbid, forgive.
Fore =  before: as, forem ost, foretell, foresee.
Mid =  m id d le :  as, m idway, m idshipm an.
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Mi? =  tcrcnj : as. mishap, mislead, misconduct.
K t= net : as. never, nor.
Off c= /ro?n, away  : offshoot, offset.
Out =  beyond : as. outbid, outdo, outrun.
Over "= aiore : as, overcharge, overdo, overHow.
To r= this : as, to-day. to-night.
Un =  n o t : as, unwilling, unwise, undone.
Under =  beneath : as, undermine, undergrowth.
Up «  upwards : as, upstart, upset, upheave.
With =  /rom , against:  as, withdraw, withstand
withhold.
L A T IN  P R E F IX E S .
A, ab, abs =  /ram  or away  : as, avert, abbreviate, abstract.
Ad, ac, af, ag  ^ =  to : adjoin, accede, affix, aggressive, allu-
al, an, ap, ar, V. vial, annihilate, appear, arrive, assist^
as, at ) attend.
Am, amb, ainbi =  around or about: as, ambition, amputate,
ambidextral.
Ante =  before : as, antecedent, antediluvian.
Bene =  w e l l : as, benefit,
Bi "= two or twice : as, bi]>ed, biennial.
Circum *= around or about: as. circumnavigator,
Cis =  on this side : as, cisalpine.
Con, CO, col, ) =  with or together : as, conduce, connect, coeval^
com, cog, cor i  collect, compute cognate, correct.
Contra =  against : as, contradict, counteract.
De «  doiou o r /r o m : as, deject, defame, descend.
Dis, di, dif =  asunder or axoay : as, dislodge, dissuade, di­
verge, diffidence.
E, ex, ef, ec =  out o f : as, emit, extract, efface, eccentric.
Extra =  beyond: as, extraordinary.
*"fore a*ve^) } “  '"sert, immerse, irrigation.
In, im, il, ig, ir'j
(beforenouns I =* n o t : as, insane, immortal, illegal, ignoble
and ad jec- irrational.
tives'l
Inter =  beitoeen : as, intercede, intercolonial.
Intro =  within : as introduce.
Juxta =  near to : as, juxtaposition.
Non, ne =  n o t: as; nonsense, neuter.
Ob. o, oc, of, op =  against:  as, object, omit, occur, offend,
 ^ ■ oppose.
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Tene
Per, pel
l*Of^ t
Pr%, pre
Preter
Pro
Re
Retro
Se
Sine
Sub, sue, suf, ) 
su%, sup, sus ) 
Subter 
Super, sur
Traas, tra 
Ultra
almogt : as, peninsula.
through : as, perspire, pellucid.
after : as, postpone.
before : as, precede, prearrange.
beeide, heyond : as, preternatural.
forth or forward  : as, provoke, proj^t.
batk or again : as, report, re^ e^l, remit.
back\cardt: as, retrograde, retros^iective.
aside  ^ apart : as, separate, select, secede.
icithout: as, sinecure.
under or after \ as, subtract, succour, sufTer, 
suggest, suppress, suspend. 
under: as, subterfuge.
aboee or over: as, superfine, surface, super- 
fiuoua.
acro*9 : as, transition, traduce. 
beyond : as, ultramarine, ultramontane.
A or an
Amjphi
Ana
Anti, ant
Apo, ap 
Arch- 
All to- 
Cata, oat 
Dia di 
Dis, di 
En, em
Ek, ex 
Epi, ep 
Ex 
Eu
Herai 
Heteros 
Hyper 
Hypo 
Meta, met
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not or icithout : as, amorphous, anarchy, 
anonymous. 
about^ both : as, amphitheatre, amphi>>iou8. 
up, apart, through: as, analysis, anatomy. 
against: as, antagonist, antipathy, Antarctic 
anti-Christian. 
from or away : as, apostle, aphelion. 
chief: as, archangel.
Bclf: as, autobiography, autocrat. 
down : as, cataract, cataclysm, catastrophe. 
through : as, diameter, diorama. 
two or twice : as, dissyllable, dicotyledon. 
m  or on : as, endemic, energy, empiric, 
emphasis. 
from  or out o f : as, ecstasy, exodus. 
upon : as, epitaph, epidemic, ephemeral. 
out : as, exodus, exosmosis. 
weU : as, euphony, euphemistic. 
half: as, hemisphere. 
different : as, heterodox, heterogeneous. 
above : as, hypercritical, hypermetric. 
under : as, hypocrite, h>’pothetical, 
beyond, after, change: as. metaphor, meta­
physics, metonymy.
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Para, par =
Peri
Syn, sy, syl, ) 
sym )
beside, near to: as, paradox, parallel, paren­
thesis.
= r o u n d  about: as, period, perimeter.
=  with or together:  as, synthesis, system, 
syllable, sympathy.
An
Ant
Ar
A nl
Ary
Ate
Ee
Ear
Ent
Er •
Acy ' 
Age 
A1
Anc* 
Ancy 
Ence 
Ency 
Hood 
Ice
Ledge 
Lock 
Ness 
Bed 
Ric 
Ship 
T 
Th 
Tilde 
Ty 
Y
Affixes.
1. To Nouns .
1. T h e  f>ubstaniive  of the Person.
historia;/. 
assistaw/. 
beggar, 
drunkard, 
adversary, 
graduate, 
patcutfr. 
m usketffr. 
studrwL 
^carrier.
2. T h e  S u b s t a n t i v e  of  the Thing.
fmXimaeg, 
foliage. 
refu sa l
ignorawcr, variawcr.
Ess '1 ^mayoress.
Ina czarina.
Ine heroine.
1st o botanist.
Ite < favourite.
Ive fugitioe.
Ix Ro executrix.
Ox benefactor.
Ster chorister.
3
00
v d C Q f t i y ,
silence.
VLgencg.
inanAood, false^od. 
coward 
knowledge, 
wedlock.
blindNf/*x, kindfff##. 
hatrrd, kindrrd. 
bishopric. 
friendMi;), hardj»Ai/) 
h e ig h t droughf. 
strengM . 
magni/«dc. 
cruel/y.
<modest.y
Ary, the place rvhei'e, the thing 
th a t ; as. library.
Ate, qfi'ce or jurisdiction ; as» 
lK)ntifiba/c.
Dom, th-e place trhere, the ranh 
of;  as, kingdom, dukedom, 
freedom, thraldom.
Escence, the state o f  growing or 
becoming; as, eServescence^ 
quiescence,
Ics, the art or science o f ; m e­
chanic*.
Ion, act of;  contribution.
Ism, doctrine, state o f  being ; 
Calviui*m, parallelism.
Ment, the thing that, act o f ; as* 
refreshment, abatement.
Mony, the thing tha t; as, har- 
mony.
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Cry, ery, ry, y, the thing that, 
the place tchere; ineiu- 
ory, aniiory, rook<rri/, nun- 
uery, yeomanry, gmilhy.
Ric, ojice ; as, bi8ho^>ric.
Ship, office, itate o f ; partner 
$kip
T, a th ing; as, giff, clefr 
Tide, time ; as, eventide.
Ure, the state ; as, departure.
3 . Denoting diminuticfn, endearment.
]
(^partir/e. ! IJng
n I Ock
k i t t e n ,  m a i d e n ,  LTe 
,  \ chicken. Y, or
Et I § I floweret. le
Kin I I lamb^t;^ manitut.Vstreani^'t.
II.  A f f ix e s  to A d j e c t iv e s .
rgosling, darling, 
hillock.
I globtt/e.
®  ^ Tommy, baby, dog. 
gie, laddie, 
shadofc (shade), shal- 
loic (sihoal).
Ac
A1
An
Ane
Ar
Ary
Ese
Ic
leal
Id
Ine
Cry
elegiae. 
capital, 
human. 
hximane, 
lunar.
V ; military.
 ^  ^ Chinese, 
majestic, 
historical, 
splendid, 
inari/ie. 
introductory.
Aceous, like, of or consisting of;
as, cetaceowf.
Ant, of or belonging t o ; as, 
triumphant.
Ale, full o f ; as, accurate.
Able ) ( malleaWe.
Ble f z'v % 4 crediWe.
Ible s; u ( flexi6/e.
En, made o f ; as, brazen.
Ent, being ; as, absent.
Escent, growing ; as, quiescent. 
Fill ) ^  3 f  joy,/ul.
<>se verbose.
Oils ) t zealous, 
lie, of or Monging to; infanti/e. 
Ish, belonging to;  as, childisA, 
EnglisA.
Ish, diminution ; as, greenw,A. 
Ive, having power ; as, creative. 
Less, want o f ; as, hometexs.
Ly or Like ; resembling; as, 
fatherty, childtiAre.
Some, fxUL o f ; as, troublesome. 
Ward, in the direction of;  as, 
out nurd.
Y, ftdl o f ; as, flowery, dusty.
I I I .  A kkixks to V e r b s .
IT  ^ f  abbreviate. 
^  Q S { wideri.
 ^ Lmagni/y.
Ish "I
Ize, or 
Ise J
*C  ^ ( diniinuA.
g A solemnize 
S ( advertise.
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IV. AFFIXES TO ADVERBS.
Ly. like: as. joyfully. ' Ward, wards, in  the dtrec-
t ion  of; as. homcuuird.
Latin Roots.
Acer, acris. shar/>: acrid, ac* 
rimonv, acrim onious  
w&Mes. ^ /lOKse?: edifice, edify  
A^quus. equal:  equinox, ade­
quate. equivalent  
iE v u m .a ^ :  coeval, primeval 
Ager. a/ieW : agriculture, ag­
rarian, agriculturist  
Agger, a h€ut>\ exaggerate 
Ago. actus, /  d o o r  dr ive:  Kci, 
agent, agitate, cogent  
Albus, w h i t e : Alps, album .
albino, a lbum en, albedo  
Alius, other: alien, a lienate  
Alt^ r, other of two:  altera­
tion. alternate, alterca­
tion
Alo. I nourish:  alim ony, a li­
m entary. a lim ent  
Altus, hii^h: altitude, exalt  
Ambulo. I walk:  i>erambu- 
late, som nam bulist, 
am ble
Amo, //ovc:amicu8,a/rtcM</: 
am iable, enam our  
Ampins, large: ample, am p­
lify
Ango. I vex: anxiety, anguish  
A ngulus.acorner:angle, rec­
tangle. triangle 
Anima, life: anim al, inan­
im ate
Animus, ntind : m agnani­
mous
A nnus,a  year: triennial, per­
ennial. biennial, annuity  
Aperio, apertus, /  o/>en,April, 
aperient, aperture 
Aqua, water:  aqueous, aqu­
arium ,aqueduct, aquatic
Arbor, a tree: arbor, arbor­
iculture. arboreal 
Arcus, a 6otc: arcade, arc. 
arch
Ardeo, arsus, /  Prove'' argue.
argum ent.
Aro. / plough:  arable  
Ars, artis, ur/:artif ic ia l.arti­
ficer. artsian, artless  
Audax. audacis, bold: audac­
ity. audacious  
Audio. /  hear: audible, aud­
ience
Augeo. / ifierease: auction  
augment, augmeulatiori 
Auris, an car: auricle  
Auster, the south w ind:  A us­
tralia. Austral 
Aurum, gold: auriferous  
Auxilium. help: auxiliary  
Avis, a bird:  aviary  
Barba, a beard:  barber 
Beatus, blessed:  beatific 
Bellum . w a r :  belligerent, 
rebel
Bibo. / drink:  im bibe, bib  
Ihni, tw o  by two:  c mbin * 
l^onus, goo<i: bounty, bonus  
Brevis, short:  brevity, ab ­
breviate, abbreviation  
Cado. casus, I fall:  cadence.
case, accident,accidence  
Ciedo, cwsus, /  cnt  or kil l:  
suicide, incisioii, incisive  
Calculus, a pebble: calculate  
Campus, a/>/af‘n: camp, cam ­
paign, Campania  
Candoo, I shine:  candle, can­
dour, candidate  
CapilluB. a hair:  capillary
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Capio, captus, /  take ; capture, 
captive, captor, words in 
•ceiv€ and 
Caput, capitis, ci head : capital, 
precipice, decapitate 
Career, a vrison : incarcerate 
Cardo, a hinge : cardinal 
Caro, carnis,/k^A : carnivorous 
Castigro, /  punish: castigrate, 
chastise, chastisement 
Cavus, hoUt'Xc: cave, excavate, 
cavern, cavity 
Cedo, cessum, I no : recede,
proceMlon, recess, cede 
Censeo,census, /  jtoigeor rnlue: 
censor, census 
Centum, a hundred : century 
Cerno, cretus, I dietinguxth : 
discern, secret, discreet 
Cert us, iure  : certain, certify 
Charts, paper : chart, cartoon 
Cin^o,cinctu8, I g i rd : cincture, 
succinct 
Circum, round, circus, a eircW : 
circle, circulate, circuit 
Civis, a citizen ; civil, civic 
Clarus, hriahi : clarify, declare 
Claudo,7 tnut: exclude,cloister 
Clino, 7 bend: incline, inclina­
tion, decline, declension 
Ccelum, heaven : celestial 
Oojfito, 1 think: cogitate 
Go 10, 1 t i l l : cultivate, colony 
Contra, against : counter, con­
trary, contradict 
Copia, p len ty : copious 
Coquo, coctus, /  boil : cook, 
decoction 
Cor, cordis, the heart : cordial, 
concord, discord, accord 
Corpus, corporis, body : corps, 
incorporate, corporation 
Credo, I oelieve : incredible 
Cresco, I grow: increase
Crimen, a charge : crime, crimi« 
nal, incriminate 
Crux, crucis, a cross: crusade, 
crucify, crucial, crux 
C u l p a , / ( I : culpable 
Curro, cursus, 1 run : discur­
sive, current, occurrence 
Debeo. debitus, I owe : debt, 
debtor, debit 
Decern, t e n : December, deci­
mal, decimate 
Dens dentis, a tooth : dentist, 
trident, indentation 
Deui, God : deity, deify, deist 
I>ext€r, r ig h t : dexterity 
Dico,dictus, J say:  contradict, 
predict, indict, dictator 
Dios, a day  : diary, diurnal 
Ditritus, a finger : dipit 
1 hifnus, xvorthy : dijrnity. dei^n 
Do.datum ! gioe : add addition 
Doceo, dootus I teach : docile, 
doctor, doctrine 
Dolor, grief, doleo, I grieve: 
dolorous, condole 
Dominus, a lord : dominion 
I)omus, a house : domestic 
Dormio /  sleep: dormant,
dormitory, dormouse 
Duco, ductus, 1 lead : conduct, 
educate, reduce, induce 
Duo Deo : duet, duel 
Durus. hard : eTulure, durable, 
Kdo, I e a t : e<lible. esculent 
Kino, emptus, 1 buy : redeem, 
exempt, preemption 
Ko, itus, I go : exit, tran­
sition, transitory 
Kipius, a horse : equine 
Krro, 7 wander: error, erro­
neous, erratic, errand 
Kxperior, expertvis, 1 try : ex­
pert, experience 
Faber, a mechanic : fabricate
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Fabula, a ttory : fabulous 
Facies, the face : superficial 
Facilis, eufV : ditficulty, facili­
tate, facile, facility 
Facio, (actus, I make, d o : 
fact, affect, benefactor,
words ending in -feet 
Falio, falsus, 1 derrive : false, 
falsifv, infallible 
Fama, report : fame, infamous 
Felix, h a p p y : felicity 
Ftvmina, a woman : feminine, 
effeminate, effeminacy 
Fendo, 1 strike : defend, fence 
Fero, I bear: fertile, ferry
faith  : fidelity, confide 
f i s A U S,  1 cieai*e : fissure 
Fiirgo, fictus, 1 shape : fiction, 
feign, fictitious, figment 
Finis, an end : final, infiniti\ e 
Firmus, strong : infinn 
Fiscus, the treasujy : fiscal, 
confiscate, confiscation 
Flee to, I bend : deflect, flexible 
Flos, fioris, a jioxcer : florid, 
flour.sh, flora, floral 
Fluo, fluxus, 1 : influence,
fluid, flux, influx 
Fodio, fossus, I dig : fossil, fos* 
siliferous, fossilise 
Folium, a le a f : foliage, trefoil 
Forma, form : formation 
Fort IS, strong: fortify, fort,
fortress, fortitude 
Franco, fractus, I  break : fra­
gile, fracture, fraction 
Frater, a brother : fraternal, 
fraternity, fratricide
Frigus, cold: frigid, refriger­
ate, refrigerator
Fugio, 1 flee ; fugitive, refuge 
Fundo fusus, i  pour : foundry, 
confuse, fusible, infuse
Fundus, the bottom : found,
foundation, profound 
Fungor, functus, I diiicharge : 
function, defunct 
Gelu, ice : conceal, gelatine 
Gero, gestus, / bear : gesture.
suggest, digestion 
Gla '^ies, ice : glass, glacial 
G rad us, a stej  ^ : grade, digres­
sion, congress, grailieni 
Gratia,/apour : ingratiate 
(Iravis, heavy : grave, gravity 
Habeo, J have : habit, nabituaJ 
llabito, I dwell: habitation, in­
habit, uninhabitable 
Hcoreo, hsesus, 1 stick : ad­
here, adhesion, coherent 
Haurio, haustus, I draw : 
exhaust, inexhaustible 
Homo, hominis,a man : human, 
homicide 
Horreo, I shudder : horrid, 
abhor, abhorrence 
Hortus, a garden : horticulture 
Hospes, a guest : hospitable, 
host, hostess, hospital 
Hostis, an enemy : host, hostile 
Ignis, jire : ignite, igneous 
Impero, 1 command : empire, 
imperial, imperative 
Insula, an island : insulate, in­
sular, peninsula 
Integer, whole : integral, in­
tegrity, integer 
Ira, anger : ire, irascible 
Iter, itineris, a journey, itiner­
ant, iteration, reiterate 
Jaceo, 1 lie : adjacent 
tlacio, j actus, 1 throw : words 
in fect—e.g , eject, obi" ' 
Juguin, a yoke : conjugal, con­
jugate, subjugate 
Jungo, j undue, I join : junc­
ture, conjunction
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J jro, I 6u>fsar : jurv, perjury 
Juveni-j, yuufu  ^ : juvenile 
l^l)or, lapsus, 1 ttlide : lapse, 
collapse 
I^Abor, toU : laborious 
Lac, lactis, milk : lacteal 
Laedo, laesus, I hurt : elide,
collide, collision 
Lapis, lapidis, a ftoixf : lapidary, 
dilapidated, lapilli 
I>atus, broad : latitude, dilate 
]>atus, lateris, a nide : lateral, 
equilateral, multilateral 
I^aiis, laudis, praUe: laudable 
La VO, I  wafh  : lavator)', lave 
Lego, lectns, 1 gather^ or 
read : elect, college, legible 
Levis, light : levity, alleviate 
Ivex, legis, law : legal, legis­
late, illegal, legitimate 
Liber, free : liberal, deliver 
Liber, a book: library, libel 
Libra, a balance : delii>erate 
I igo, I tie : oblige, religion 
Limes, a boundary : limit 
Linea, a linr : delineate 
Lingua, a tongue : linguist, lan­
guage, sublingual 
liitera, a letter : literal 
Ix>cus, a place : local, locality, 
locate, locomotion 
Loquor, lociitus, I speak : elo­
cution, loquacious 
Ludo, lusus, /  play : prelude, 
elude, ludicrous, illusion 
Lumen, light : luminary 
Luo, 1 wash : dilute, alluvial 
L u x, l u c i s ,  l i g h t :  lucid, 
lucidity, elucidate, Lucifer 
Magnus, great, major, greater : 
magnitude, mayor 
Mai us, bad : maltreat, malady 
Mando, / order : command, 
demand, mandate
Maneo, raansiis, /  remaxn : 
remnant, wrmanent 
Manus, the hand : manual, 
manuscript, amanuvfisis 
Mare, the xea : marine, mariner 
Mater, a mother : maternal, 
matricide, material 
Medeor, 1 h ea l: remedy, reme­
dial, medicine, medicinal 
MMius, middle : meilialor.
immediate, Mediterranean 
Memor. mindful : memory 
Mens, mentis, mind: mental, 
vehement, dementeii 
Metior, mensus, 1 meaeure: 
immense, mensuration 
Miles, a aoldier : military 
Minor, lese : dimini>b, minor 
Misceo, I  mix.: mixture, mis­
cellaneous, miscellany 
Miser, wretched: miser, misery 
Mitto, missus, I tend : permit.
promise, missionary 
Modus, a manner: mood 
Moneo, 1 warn:  monument, 
monitor, admonish 
Mons, a mountain : promonloi y 
Morbus, disease : morbid 
Mordeo, morsus, 1 b i te : re­
morse, morsel, moniant 
Mors, mortis, .death : mortal,
mortuary, mortgage 
Moveo, motus, 1 move : motive, 
emotion, motor 
Multus, many : multitude,
multiple, multifarious 
Mu to, /  change: mutable, com­
mute, mutation, mutual
Nascor, natus, /  am born : 
nascent, cognate, natal
Navis, a ship: navigate, navy
Necto, nexus, I t i e : connect* 
annex, connective
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Nego. I deny : negation, rene- 
ga<le, negative 
Niger, black : negro, negresy 
Nihil, iinthiug : annihilate 
Nocco I h u r t : innocent 
Noxius, hurtful : noxious 
Noinen, a name : nominal 
Norma, a rule : normal, abnor- 
maJ, enormous 
Nos(‘o, /  kturw : denote, notion 
Novus, new: novel, renovate 
Nox, noctis, nujht : nocturnal, 
e<juinox, e<oiinoctial 
Nullus, none : annul, nullity 
Numerus, ayiurnber: numeral, 
enumerate, numerator 
Octo, eifjht: octave, October 
(Kmlus, ttu eye : ocular, oculist 
() II11 in, hatred : odious, odium 
Oificium, duly : office, officious 
Omnis, nil : omnipotent, omni­
bus, omnivorous 
Onus, oneris, a/oad : exonerate 
Opto, I desire : option, adopt 
Opus, operis, aAcork: o|>erate 
Orbis, a ciro/e : orbit, exorbitant 
Ordo, tt rule : ordinary, order 
Orior, ortus, I : origin, 
abortive. Orient 
Oro, / speak : orator, adore 
Ovum, an eyy : oviparous, oval 
I‘agus, a villaqe.: n;)""an,peasant 
Tando, pansus, i spread : 
expand, expanse 
ranis, Irread: companion 
far, e(iual : peer, compare 
I’.'Vrco, y ajqu'ur : apparent 
I’arm. / briny forth : parent, 
viviparous, oviparous 
Paro, I  prepare : preparation 
Pars, partis, part:  partition,
particle, partial, separate 
Pascor, )>astus, I f e e d  : pasture, 
pastor, depasture, repast
Paler, a father: patron, j>atri- 
mony, paternal, patricide 
Patior, / suffer: patient 
Patria a country : patriot, ex« 
patriate, compatriot 
Patior, passus, 7 Af/T/t r : patient, 
}»a>smn, comj^assionate 
Pax, pacis, peace : pacific 
Pectus, the breast: pectoral, 
expectorate, ex|>e<-toration 
Peculium, prionte property: 
|HH‘uliar, pe<*ulation 
Pecunia, money : pecuniary 
Pello, pulsus, 7 d r i e r  : compel, 
compulsion, renulse 
Pendeo, 7 hany : de;>end, {.>er- 
pendicular, indej>endent 
Pcs, pedis, a fo o t . j>edeslrian, 
impede, imjHsliment 
Peto, petitus, 7 ask, seek : com- 
l>ete. appetite, ^>etition 
Pingo, pictus 7 paint : depict, 
picture, Piets, pigment 
Placeo, 7 pleaee : complacent, 
pleasant, pleasurable 
Plaudo, I clap: applaud,
plausible, plaudit 
Plecto, / weave: complex, per- 
tdex, perplexity 
Plenus,yby/: plenty, plenitude 
Pleo, 1 fill : comtdete, replete 
Piico, 1 fold : compiicattxl 
Ploro, 7 weep: deplore, explore 
Plus, pluris, more: plural.
plurality, surplus 
Pojna, punishment: penal 
Pond us, weiffht : nound. pon­
derous. imponderable 
Pono, jmsitus, I place : dejmsit 
Populus, people : })0 }>ular, ]>opu- 
larity, population, publish 
Porto, / carry : export, im i^or- 
tanl, porter, portage 
Postulo, y demand : postulate
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Prabda, plunder : predatory, 
prey, depreciation 
Precor, I p>ay : deprec ate,
precarious, imprecation 
Preheiuio, I if rcup : apprehend 
Freuio, press us, / : ex­
press, incuiuprt S'ible 
Primus, /irxf: prime\ ah primi­
tive, primer, primrose 
Prohus, gtHfd ; proI> tv
Proprius, o m s  own : proj^er,
proi>erty, appropriate 
Puer, a boy : puerile, puerility 
Piij<no, 1 pjrU: pu/uaeious,
impugn, repuj^naiit 
Purus, pure : purify, impure 
Puto, I th ink : compute 
Putris, rotten', putrid, putrefy 
Qmero, /  : question,
inquire, inquisitive 
yualis, of wUidi kitU : quality, 
qualify, disqualify 
Quant us, how jnuch : quantity 
Quartus, fourth ; quarter 
Queror, I complain : querulous 
Quies, rest : quiet, acquiesce 
Radius, a ray  : radius, radiate 
Radix, u root: radical, eradicate 
Kado, rasus, I scrape : erase, 
erasure, razor, rase 
Ramus, a branch : ramify 
Rapio, 1 snatch: rapture, rapine 
Rex re^is, a king : re^ a^l, regi­
cide, recent 
Repo, I crrep  : reptile, sur­
reptitious 
Res, a thiiiff: real, republic 
Rideo, risus, /  lough : deride, 
derision, risible 
Rivus, a brook : rival, rivulet 
Robur, ookj strength : robust, 
corroborate 
Rogo, / a^k : arrotrate, pro­
rogue, interrogate
Rota, a wheel : rotate, rotary 
Ruea, a 'tcrinkU : corrugate 
Rump'3, niptus, /  break : erup­
tion, eruptive, corrupt 
Rus, ruris, the country : rustic, 
rusticate, rural 
Sacer, sacred: sacred, sacrifice
Sagax,saeracis,lmounn(7: sagaci­
ous. sagacity, presage 
Sal, s a l t : saline, salary 
Salio, saltus, /  leap : assail 
assailant, assault, ssdmon 
Salus, salutis, s a f e t y : salute 
salutary, salutation 
Sanguis, sanguinis, blood : san 
guinary, siinguine 
Sanus, #oumi : insane, sanitarv 
Sapio, 1 taste yam wise : sapient 
insipid, sapid, sapience 
Satis, enough : satiate, satisfy 
Scando, /  climb:  scan, des 
cend, ascend, ascent 
Soio. 1 kn o w : s<'ience, con 
science, conscientious 
Scribo, scriptus, I write : des 
cribe, scripture, scrip 
Seco, sectus, /  cut : sector
sect, dissect, segment 
Sedeo, sessus, /  sit : sedentary 
sediment, session 
Semen, seed: seminary, dis 
geminate 
Senex, old man : senile senate 
Sentio, /  feely think: senten«e, 
assent, sentient, sensitive 
Sepelio. sepultus, I bury : se­
pulture, sepulchre 
Secpior, secutus, I follow : se- 
<{uel, consequent, pursue 
Servo, I keep : preserve 
Servus, a slave : serf, servile 
Signum, sign: signify, signa­
ture, insignificant 
Silva, a wood : silvan, savage
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Similis, lik^: similar, assimi­
late, similarity 
Siii"uli, one bygone:  single, 
singular 
Sisto, 1 stop, /  stand:  consist, 
insist, persist, resistance 
Socius, a companion: social, 
society, dissociate 
Sol, tA^^cun: solar solstice 
Solus, alone : solitude, desolate 
Sol VO, solntus, 1 loosen or pay:  
solve, solution, insolvent 
Somnus, sleep: somnolent, som­
nambulist 
Sparjro, sparsus, /  *7rezc:sparse, 
disperse, dispersal 
Spero, /  hope: despair, des­
perate, des)>eration 
Spiro, I  breathe: spirit, conspire 
Stella, a star  : stellar, constella­
tion
Sterno, stratus, /  scatter : con­
sternation, prostrate 
Sto, statuin, I stand : stature, 
obstacle, stationary 
Stringo, strictus, I  'tighten : 
stringent, strict 
Struo, structus, /  build or 
pile up:  structure, con­
struct, destroy 
Sumo, suinptus, I take : assume, 
consume, consumption 
Surgo, I  rise: surge, resur­
rection, insurgent 
Taceo, / am si len t : tacit, taci­
turn, reticent 
Tango, tactus, 1 touch : con­
tact, contagion, tangent
Tego. tectns, 1 cover: protect, 
protector, integument
Temno, I despise : contemn
Tempero. I moderate: tem­
perate, temper
Tempus, time:  t e m p o r a r y ,  
contemporary, tense 
Tendo, tensus, C stretch ; con­
tend, tension, attentive 
Tcneo, tentus, 1 hold : tenant, 
tenacious, tenacity 
Terminus, a boundary : term, 
terminate, exterminate 
Terra. tJie earth : terrestrial.
terrene, inter, territorial 
Terreo, /  frighten: terrify, 
deter, deterrent, terrible 
Testis, a icitness : testify, testi­
mony, testimonial, test 
Texo, textus, 1 weave: con­
text, texture, textile 
Torreo, tostus. I parch : torrid, 
toast, torrent 
Traho, tract us, /  draw:  at­
tract, contract, subtract 
Tres, three : triennial, triad 
Tribuo, 1 bestow: contribute- 
Trudo, trusus, /  th rus t: 
trude, intrusion, protrude 
Tuber, a swelling: protuberance 
Turba, a mob : turbulent, turbid 
Unguo, unctus. I a n o in t: un­
guent. ointment 
Unda, a wave: abundant, inun­
date, inundation 
Unus, 07ie: union) uniform, 
unite, unison, unity 
Urbs, a city : urban, suburb 
Utor, usus, /  use: utility 
Vacoa, a cow: vaccination 
Valeo, I  am strong : valour, 
prevail, invalidate 
Vanus, empty : vaunt, vanity 
Vapor, steam:  vapour, evapo­
rate, evaporatiofi 
Veho, vectus, I carry : convey, 
vehicle, vehement 
Vendo, I se l l : vend, venal 
Venenum, poison : venom
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Vcnio, ventus. /  rome : con- 
vttie, prevent, intervene 
Venter, th*: bcUy : ventriloquist 
Ventus, tketcind:  ventilate 
Verbum, a tca  d : verb, proverb 
Verto, 1 turn : convert 
Verus, true: verify, aver 
Vestis, a j^armenf : vest, vesture 
Vetus, veteris. old : inveterate, 
veteran 
Via, road : deviate, pervious 
Vicis, e/ian.^e : vicissitude, vicar 
’Video, visus, I : visible, 
provide, provident 
Vilis, cheap : vile, vilify
Vinco victus I conquer: xictOT^  
vanquish, victim, invincible 
Vinum, ichie: vintage 
Virtus, colour : virtue 
Vi a. li/c : vital, vitality 
Vivo, victus. J liC'C: revive, 
victuals,' victualler 
Voco, /  call: voice, vocal 
Volvo, volutus, I ro i l : revolve, 
volume, revolution 
Voro, / devour : voracious,
voracity, devour 
Vulpus, common people : vuljrar 
Vulnus, vulneris, a w o u n d : 
vulnerable, invulnerable
Greek Roots
<Notk,—The Greek k =  English c ; and Greek n =  
English y .)
Acr. air : aeronaut, aerial 
Apron, a djntest : antagonist 
Athlon, a contest : athletic
Angelos, a messenger : angel 
Anthropos, man: philanthropy 
Akouo, /  Aear : acoustics 
Arithnios, number : arithmetic 
Arktos, a bear : arctic 
Aster, a star : astronomy 
Autos, self : autograph 
Atmos, vapour : atmosphere 
Jlallo, 1 throw : problem 
llapto, 1 dip : baptise 
Haros, weight : barometer 
Biblion, a book : hible 
Bios li/e : amphibious 
Bronchos, the windpipe : bron­
chitis, bronchial 
Chole, bile: melancholy 
Chronos, time : chronometer, 
chronology, synchronous 
Chrusos, gold : chrysalis 
Chroma, colour ; chromatic
Daktulos, a futger : dactyl 
Deka, ten : decalogue 
Demos, the people : democracy 
Doxa, an opinion : orthodox 
Dunamis, power: dynamics 
Kthnos, a race< ethnology 
Lidos, ^hape : rhomboid, sphe­
roid, kaleidosco)»e, iclol 
ICikon, an image : ieonoclast 
Ergon, a work : energy 
Ktumos, true : etymology 
Eu, 'ioell : euphony 
Ge. the earth : geography 
Gala, m'Uk : galaxy 
Gamos, marriage: bigamy 
Gignosko, J Inwtv: ]^rognostic 
Genos, a race : heterogeneous 
(irapho, 1 write:  paragraph 
Glossa, a tongue : glossary 
Helios, the sun : heliotrope 
Hcmera, a day : ephemeral 
1 lend, h a l f : hemisphere 
He)>ta, seven : heptarchy
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Hedra, a seq,t : cathedral 
Hippos, a hor^e : hippodrome 
Hodos, a tcai/ : period 
Idios, peculiar : idiot 
Isos, equal: isosceles 
Kauo, 1 burn: caustic 
Kalos, beautiful : caili^iaphy 
Kalupto, I hide: eucalyptus 
Klino, I betid: enclitic 
Kosmos, the icorld : cosmic 
Kratos, power: democrat 
Krustallos', icc : crystal 
Kuon, a dog : cynic, cynosure 
Kuklos, a circle : cycle 
Lithos, a stone: lithography 
Logos, a word : dialo;:ue 
Luo, 1 loosen: analysis 
Martus, a witness : martyr 
ileUs, black: melancholy 
Metron, a measure : barometer 
Mikros, small: microscope 
Misos, hatred : misanthropist 
Monos, alone : monarch 
Morphe, shape : amorphous 
Naus, a ship: nautical 
Nekros. dead : necropolis 
Nesos, an island : Polynesia 
Nomos, a law : astronomy 
Oikos, aheuse : economy 
Onoma, a name : synonym
Ox'us, sharp:  oxygen 
Orthos, straight : orthography 
Ophthahnos, r y e : ophilialmist 
Pente,y?rc: pentagon 
Petra, a rock: >>etri!y 
Planeo, /  uancier: planet 
Polernos, war : )_>oleinic 
Polis, a city : metropolis 
Pol us, 7)ia ny : polygamy 
Pous, a foot : antinodes 
Pur, hre : pyramid 
Poleo, I $cU: monopoly 
Phleps, a vein: phlebotomy 
Sarx, sarkos, jiesh : sarcasm 
Sitos, food: parasite 
Skopeo, I v iew : telescope 
Stasis, a sianditig : ecstasy 
Stello, I tend : apostle 
Sukon, a Jtg: sycophant 
Schole, leisure : scholar 
Sphaira, a sphere : spherical 
Tome, a cutting: atom 
Topos, a place : topography 
Tropos. a turning : tropic 
Therme, heat : thermometer 
Techne, art : technical 
Thcbs, Gotf: theology 
Zelos, ardour : zealous 
Zoon, an an im al: zoological
Anglo-Saxon Roots.
Ac, an oak : acoru, Auckland 
.dCcer, a fie ld : acre, * God’s
acre *
Aer, before: early, erst 
Bacan, to bake : batch 
Bana, death: baneful 
Beorgan, to shelter : burgh, 
borough, Canterbury, har­
bour, borrow (to raise 
money on security) ; har­
binger (literally, one sent
on In front to procure 
shelter for an army  (A.b. 
here = an anny)
Bidan, to w a i t : bide, abide 
Bindan, to tie : bandage, bundl- 
Blawan, to p u f f : bladder, blare.
blazon, bloat 
Bot, advantage: to boot, boot 
less
Brynan, In burn : brown, brunts 
brimstone, brandy
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Bluui, to drrell : neighbour
(*  near boor), bovv er 
Bu;ran, to bend : bow, elbow, 
bou^h, bi^hC 
Curinan, to know: can, ken,
canny, uncouth, to con 
Cyn, pfopU: kin, kin<Ire<i 
l>ael, a portion: dole, deal 
1 >un, a moun^f: dunes 
a noise : din 
Kaid  ^ old: aldennen 
FVnjran. to grasp : fang, finger 
Fian. to hate : fiend, foe, fend 
Fill, uncleaji: foul, filth, defile 
Frican, to jump  : frog, freak 
Oalan, to ifinq : gale, nightin­
gale, yell 
Oast, a spirit : ghost, gas 
Oloiunng, twiliyht: gloaming, 
gleam 
O'afan, to dig: grave 
Hal, whole  ^sound: hale, health, 
(w)hole, (w)holesome, holy 
Halig, holy : holiday 
Hefaii to lift : heave, heavy, 
Heaven, heap 
Ham, a home : Petersham, ham­
let
Here, rt/i army:  harbour
refuge for an army) herring 
(the army or shoal fish), 
harbinger 
Hlaf, brftid : loaf, lord ( =  hla- 
ford =  loaf-ward), lady (=  
hlaf-dige ; from digan^ to 
knead)
Holm, inland : Stockholm
Hiiiid, dog: hound, hunt 
Has, c house : husband 
Leaf, consent : leave 
Mane, a mixture  : mongrel, 
mingle, among 
Mere, lake : names of places
ending in mere 
Nether, lower: Netherlands 
Niman, to take : benumb 
N<jb6e, nozzle : nozzle 
Pennan, to shut up : pen, pin, 
pound, impound 
Recan, to care : reckless 
Refa, overseer: porr-rteve,
sheriff
Snican, to creep : sneak, snake 
Soth, true, genuine : sooth,
forsooth, soothsayer 
Spell, a story : gospel, spell 
Steopan, to bereave: stepson, 
stepfather 
Stigan, to clitnb: stair 
Stow, a place: bestow 
Tellan, to count: tell, teller, 
toll, tally, tale 
Thaec, o roof : thatch, deck 
Wad an, to go : wade, waddle 
Wald, a wood : weald, wold 
Wana, deficiency : wan, wane, 
want
Weard, guard : ward, warden 
Wenden, to go : wend, wander 
Wiht, a thing : whit, wight,
aught, naught 
Wit an, to know : witness, wis­
dom, wit, wot, wise
Foreign Words in English. -
1. Italian.—These relate chiefly to poetry, music, painting, 
sculpture. &c.—e.^., canto, ouera, onitorio, sonnet, stanza, 
adagio, alto, cantata, concert, ballad, guitar, forte, pianoforte, 
|>al t^te,  ^ studio; colonnade, piazza, portico, stucco; alarm,
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2. Stanish  : alligator (from el lagarto, the lizard), armada, 
cigar, cork, don, flotilla, galleon, grenade, merino, mulatto, 
savanna, sherry (from A’erc^), tormido, vanilla, verandah.
3. F rench : beau, belle, coup d ’etat, debris, debut, dcpc>t.
^clat, ^lito, environs, etiquette, naivete, soiree, to ilette, 
trousseau.
4. Dutch (chiefly nautical term s) : boom, bowsprit, lubber, 
luff, schooner, skipper, smack, sloop, splice, yacht.
5. H eb r ew : abbot, amen, cabal, cherub, hallelujah, jubilee, 
leviathan, manna, rabbi, sabbath, shekel, shibboleth.
6. H in d u : bungalow, calico, chut nee, coolie, jungle, palan­
quin, rajah, rupee, shampoo, suttee, thuggee.
7. Arabic : admiral, alchemy, alcohol, algebra, assassin, 
cipher, divan, mosque, nadir, sofa, simoom, tambourine, zenith, 
zero.
8. C h in e s e : caddy, gong, junk, mandarin, nankeen, tea.
9. American : buccaneer, canoe, caoutchouc, hammock, ipeca- 
cuanlia, opossum, potato, squaw, tobacco, tomahawk, wigwam.
10. Malay: bamboo, bantam , cockatoo, gutta-percha, ourang- 
outang, sago, upas.
11. A ustralian  and P o l y n e s i a n : bandicoot, boomerang,
goburra , gunyah, kangaroo, koala, nulla-nulla, tattoo, tabu.
R U L E S  OF S Y N T A X .
1. A verb must agree with its nominative in person and 
number.
To BE (CORRECTED: Therc’s three or four of us. Not one of the 
boys are satisfied. The mechanism of the telephone and phono­
graph were then quite unknown. Neither of us were injured.ri. Transitive verbs in the active voice (as well as their parti­
ciples and gerunds) govern nouns and pronouns in the ob­
jective case.
To BE Corrected: Who did you see in the street during the 
disturbance? I^t you and 1 walk to  Botany to-morrow. She 
and they we know well but whom are you? Somebody, I know 
not who, has taken my blotting paper.
III. Prepositions are followed by the objective case.
To BE Corrected: Who were you talking to just now? It 
is not we who they are so vexed with. Who’s the book for?
IV. Two or more singular nominatives joined by and take 
a verb in the plural.
T6 BE Corrected: Both John and his brother was punished. 
Me and you was there, wasn’t we, Peter? The boy and hia 
father was robbed last night.
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V.—Two sing^ular nominuiive!) joined by or or nor take a verb in
0'^ sir.g-iilar
To he. CoRRKCTKD.—Kith IT John or his brother wci-e in the 
wrOFi‘4 .^ Ignorance or downrieiic carelessness have caused that 
rnistrtae. Neither their prudence nor their wealth cause them lo  
he Hdinil eii.
VI.—A collective noun in which the idea of unity  is prominent, 
takes a verb in tne sinj>nilar» but if the idea of pltiruMy  is pro­
minent the verb must l>e in the plural.
To BK Corrected.—The Meet were seen sailing towards the port. 
The l>attalion were divided into three com|>3nies. The people is 
-omclimes injured through their own carelessness. His family 
arc iieglecte<l.
VI1 —The verb to fxist i^re verb  ^ of namiay^ rnakhig^ con- 
sitir^hiy and appointiny and the intransitive verbs to become  ^ to 
app**ar, to i tem  and to yrow  take the same case after them as 
betorc them
To BE CORRECTED.—I fiin certain it wasn’t me that did it 
Whom did the witness say I was? If I was him 1 would contradict 
the statement. Was it her that said so ?
VHP—Verbs signifying to track, ofrr, promuie, deny and 
some others of like meaning are frequently followed in the passive 
voice by an objective case : as, I was asked several questions. He 
was offered an unconditional/>nr<fon.
"IX.—When two or more nominatives of different persons are 
connected by a m \  the verb will agree with the first person rather 
than with the second, and with the second rather than the third 
person.
To BE CORRECTED—He and I studies together. Both the 
teaciier and 1 has read that story. He and you was running to 
school this morning
X.—The past participle (not the past tense) must be used after 
the verbs hace and be.
To RE Corrected.— He has did his exercise. William should 
have wrote more carefully. The horse was stole from the stable 
last night. He has bro e the slate. The boys have ran two 
miles. There's a list of the places he has saw.
Xr.—Relative pronouns agree with their antecedents in number
and gender. .
To BE CORRECTED.—That is the pastime whom I like. The horse 
who kicked the child was shot. The girl of which you spoke met 
with an accident yesterday. The man what we saw was lame.
XH.—When two nouns or a noun and a pronoun come together 
signiifying the same person or thing they are said to be in appoii* 
and must agree in case.
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Thus, in th& sentence, “ William, boatman, was rewariieti
r his bravery/' boatfnaa is nominative case in amK)sition with
William/* In ** William the boatman’s oars were lost durinjr the 
storm,** Wiiliain is possessive case governed by “ oars/* and 
6caO««n’« is possessive case in apposition with “ William/* In 
“ We all saw William, the boatman, rowing towards the shore/* 
boatman is objective case in ap>>osiiion with William.
XIII.—The relative is nominati\-e to the verb when no other 
nominative comes between it and the verb, but if a nominative 
intervenes the relative is in the objective case.
To BE Corrected. —Did you hea! who the bushranger robbed ? 
The boy who the teacher praised is now head of the class. Who 
did you call ? Who do you think liiin to be ?
XIV —When two nouns come together denoting different things 
the first is in the ]x>ssessive case, and when several nouns in the 
possessive case come together the apostrophe with s is added to 
the last only.
To BE Corrrctep —The ladys bonnet was torn. Here is a 
grocers shop. William's. John's and .Mary’s hooks were stolen.
XV.-Adjectives qualify or limit nouns either expressed or 
understood.
To RE Corrected.—Them apples arc unfit to be eaten. Colonial 
tweeds give better wear than them.
XVI. Conjunctions join the same cases of nouns and pronouns 
and the same moods and tenses of \ erhs.
To BE Corrected.—Me and the carpenter removed the ladder. 
He lent my brother and I this buggy. Does she or him own that 
bouse? if he were to call and heard you sing he would be 
astonished.
,\\T I.—When two singular nouns are connected by wiiht as 
7V€(l nx, likCy or their equivalents the verb must be singular.
To be Corrected.—This rectangle together with that square 
are equal to this parallelogram. John as well as James deserve 
to be punished. Industry with sonriety secure contentment. 
William like his brother have gone to sea.
XVIII.—Adverbs modify verbs, adjectives, or other adverbs, 
and adjectives should not be useii as adverbs nor adverbs as 
adjectives.
To BE CoRRECiEii.—The blind girl sings very sweet. The boy 
reads too slow. I will attend school more regular after the 
holidays. Our crew won easy last Saturday, hut they will be 
beat had at the regatta. Maud has a remarkable pretty jacket.
XIX.—When a noun or pronoun prectxles a participle, and has 
no grammatical connection with any other word in the sentence, 
it is said to be In the nonii/iTtivc <ih<o u^tc. Thus in the sentence.
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*'Les^ons being over we immediately started lor home/* “ les- 
soiia*’ is nominative absolute, preceding the participle “being/'
XX.—Whtn a noun or pronoun stands for a person or thin>j 
spoken to, it is said to be in the nominative case addressed. Thus 
in the sentence, “ \yilliam, show me your slate/* “ William” ia 
noin'rialive case addressi-d.
XXI.—When the qualities of different things are compared, the 
latter noun or pronoun is not governed by the conjunction (han 
or (U, but is nominative to the verb, or is governed by the verb or 
j)tep03ition e>:prc?;?c<l or understood.
To HK CORKK‘. rKi\—Tom is taller than me. He can’t read as 
well as us. We ran much faster than him. The teacher praised 
him as well as I.
XXII.—Comparatives are useii in reference to two persons or 
things on ly ; superlatives wlien more than two are referred to. 
Double comparatives and suj>e! latives must not he einployed.
To KK CoRRKCTKD.—Of them two boys the youngest is the best 
scholar. Which of the two methods is the sliortest? Of the four 
towers that one is the prettier. Which is the richest country— 
New South Wales or India? A more pleasanter evening 1 never 
spent. That is the most safest road to take.
XXIII.—Two negatives in a sentence make an ailirmative, and 
when such affinnativc is not intended by the speaker the double 
negative should be avoided.
To BK CoRRKCTKD.—Tom wouldn’t give me none of his marbles.
I wasn’t doing nothing when I was sent intoacliool. He will never 
get no better.
M isce l la t ieou .s  S e n t e n c e s  for C o r r e c t io n .—I. Whom 
do you think he is? 2. you and I go together. 3- Neither 
the boy nor the girl were doing what I orderea. 4. The children 
have ate all the grapes. f>. Who did you ask to come to tho 
picnic? 6. Who did you think him to be? 7. Whom did you 
tiiink he was?' 8. Being a moonlight night, I went for a long 
walk. 9. Nobody but I was sent for. 10. The number of boys 
that were promoted were twenty-live. 11. What right have you 
or me to speak ? 12. His explanation was so clear as even to be 
plain to thfe dullest. 13. Neither he nor his brother smoke. 
14. Kveryone has their faults. 15. Are either of these hook^ 
yours? 16. There are always a great variety of vegetable pro* 
ducts at the show. 17. Kacli of the girls carry a banner. 18. Tho 
boy as well as the girl have been well cared for. 19. I will try 
and come. 20. We are worse off than them. 21. You ought not 
to wear these kind of hats in summer. 22. The boy told his 
mother that he didn’t know nothing about the accident. 23.
B C L B S  OF SYNTAX Oi
Either you or 1 are in the wronj .^ J4. Between you and 1 there 
should be no secrets. 2a. This is the boy whom 1 had heaixl ha«l 
won the prize. -C. Dost thou think that thou art wiser than 
him? 27. Cun she have nu'«iook the house? It i<» not me who 
he promised to write to. 29. It is most likely that neilhcr of 
these accounts are true. 30. Th.ut is either a man or a woman’s 
voice. 31. I went to town for to hu\ a new hat, 32. 1 have not 
found out whom he \vas. 33. The ehh and flow of the tides were 
explained by Newton. 34. I didn’t know who he meant. 36. 
Let everybody id ease themselves 3(3. No one shall help m* and 
1 will l>e drowned. 37. He neither knows Latin nor Krerx'h. 
38 That ballad was siing at the concert last Tuewiay. 39. The 
atrocious crime of bein^ a youn^ man I shall neither attempt to 
palliate nor deny. 40. Sailinjt in a \acht down the stream the 
banks seem to move more faster than we. 41. No sooner had the boy 
broke the window than the police officer appeared on the scene. 
42. I differ with you altogether. 43. The frequency of imi>osture, 
tO'.rether with the inadequacy of present arrangements, serve aa 
an excuse for not trivinp at all. 44. Hither John or James must 
lend me thiir knife. 45. She can write as well, if not better, than 
me. 46. Hoping tliat I will soon hear from you, believe me, \ours 
faithfully, 47. I'tie general frankly admitted that the state of the 
reserves were far from satisfactory. 48. The fog was so dense 
that one could hardly see their nearest neighbour. 49. Who are 
you thinking of inviting to the picnic? 60. Who ga\e you or 1 
the right to interfere ? 51. The sides of the building had fell in 
before the fireman had went for further help. 52. See that the 
trophy is gave to me who has fairly won it 53. The women and 
children had flown from the city before the troops of the enemy 
had came in sight. 54. I don't know who we can get in his place. 
55. Your goodwill or displeasure cause him mucli concern. 56. 
Who had you si>oke to Just before James and his sister was ready 
to start for the tram? 57. On the way back to town we shall 
choose a more safer track. 58. I do not wish for nothing frcm 
you. 59. 1 seen the boy on my way home, and told him that he 
should have did his work more careful. lla\ ing n ached the 
river, onlers were given by the general for the whole line to 
advance. 61. That is the worst writing 1 ha\e saw lor a long time.
Analysis of Sentences.
When a chemist splits up a compound substance into it# 
different ingredients he is said to analu^e it. so when we split up
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a c into it« ditTerenC j'.ut', and jK>int ouc the relation of
] A\ t o  o?ie another, we are said to analyse il.
A ' /,% /av (i.at.  a t h o n ^ h t )  is a com ple te  IhonLihc
f x p r  d ir. u t j rd s—f </., Sydney, which is the  capita l  of Xr f  
Sr.-n/n N’> - Ic?. i< the oIdt>! •niy in Australia .
A I >hut) is a part of a sentence containing
a MHhjrct and a pr.  'icj^e (OK, A c/':n/g is a part of a sentence c^n- 
tainin*.''a Jf.'iifc
A T.hra-<*^  <:k. yJirazo, I s]vak) is a strin" of words havinp a 
definite i?'.eann»i:, l>ut containing no finite verb : as, riayin^  
Cf,. ; - T ’'n thr 'day i n m n d  was not allowed.
In any i la the word or phrase in the nominative case, 
together with the words fp:alifyin<r or immediately depending upon 
BT:ch rioTiiinative, forms the anlrjt c^t\ and the finite verb, together 
with all words depending on it, forms the predicate. [The 
predicate (Lat. pracdico, 1 state or declare) is a word or group of 
words Tnaking a statement about the subject.]
The word or phrase which is nominative to the finite verb (?.«• 
which forms the answer to the question Who? or What ? before 
such verb) is called the PifnpU /fuhject; and in cases where the 
finite verb is transitive, the word it governs in the objective case 
it called the [The object is found by asking the (piestion
H'Ao//i  ^or What r after the subject and the fi&iite verb.]
In the sentence, “ The clever artist painted two fine pictures 
last year,” artist is the simple subject, painted the simple 
prelicate, and the object ; while The clever attist  is the
subject, and painted tno fine picture^ la$t year the predicate.
The s{ lUKCT may be (i ) A mmn  : a.«, Birds fly. (ii.) A pronoun: 
as, We -aw the wreck, lie  is a good swimmer, (iii.) adjectire 
used as a noun : as. The m/cA'cd are unhappy, (iv.) A verb in the 
inhnitive mood : as, 7o err is liuman. (v .) A phrase : as, To »nim 
acVfW the harbour is a difficult task. Eating unripe fruit is verv 
daTigerous. (vi.) A substantival clause: as That Mount Kosci­
usko ii  the hiyhrst }>eak in Australia is a fact.
The pRKDic.\TK may be (i.) A verb by i tse lf : as, Birds /ft/. The 
gun is shining.  The brave boy was rewarded, (ii.) A verbofincom- 
pf^tr predication (e.g., to be, tobecome, and passive verbs of nayning, 
calLhvy appointi)ui, &c ) together with its complement : as, 
James a splendid swimmer. Saul became a Christiayi. The 
highc'^t scorer was appointed captaiyi of the teayn. Henry the 
Seventh was croinied King. Ca'sar yeas elected coyisyil. [The verb
to be'* cannot form a predicate by itself, except when it means 
to exist—e.g., “ Whatever is is right.”]
The simple subject may be enlarged by
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n.) An adjective: as, Afany vesit'ls sailed for Londo’> H.si 
month. The birds sinpr. Thr luck\u diugkr 'unearthed a big 
nugget. / / i >  FACE was Tike tJic tan.
(li ) A noun in the possessive case : as. A^ etc ZealanTs sovsi^s 
AND HOT LAKE8 have a world-wide reputation
(iii ) A noun in apjx)sition : as I.kicuhardt, the explorer,
p€rishe<i in the wilderness.
(iv.) An ap^x)sitional phrase: as. It is a sin fa fteal a pin. It  
must be very unpleasant, this constant U'orry
(V.) An infinitive phrase : as T h e  dlsirk to succeed is the root of 
all progress
(vi.) A participial phrase : as, Th!* <OLniER, covered with iPoancfs, 
still remained at. his post. Thk gknkk ai., haring reduced the enemy 
to submiff ion, decided to bring the war to a close.
(vii.) .An adjec t ive  ph rase :  Streams n f  molten lava poured  d o w n 
t h e  sides of th e  volcano.
(In the above sentences the worOi. i.n small capitals are the 
si-mple subjects,and the words in itahc i^ are the cnlarirenients. In 
analysing a clause take the simple subject and the enlargement 
ti'gethcr and call them the subject.l
Glauses are of two chief kind.s—/ Viricipnf and Subordinate.
A prir^ipal clause is one which in itself conveys complete sense. 
iiuii d subordinate is one which in itself does not convey
complete sense. Thus in the following sejvtences. the clauses in 
italics are principal, and the other clauses subordinate: ( i.)  
The horse which James bought last week died this morning. 
( ii .)  A sergeant, who had served for many years in Welling­
ton’s army, was pensioned after the battle of \yaterU>o.
Subordinate clauses are divided into adfectival, adverbialf 
and substantival.
An adjectival  clause is one which tiiU the place of an adjective: 
as ( i.)  The book whioh was stolen was extremely valuable, ( ii .)  
A lad whom we met gave us an account of the disturbance, 
(ii i .)  Rich and rare were the gems she wore, (iv .) The time 
when we arc to start has been fixed, (v.) The place \vhcre we 
live is a mile from the railway station, (vi.) The reason why 
the captain decided to take that course is a mystery, (v ii.)  A 
Turkey carpet was the lawn whereon he loved to bound, (v iii.)  
Tears such angels weep burst forth. Such as it is 1 give it 
to you. That’s the same man as '* saw in the park. Upon the 
left-hand half of your drawing leave such lines as you have 
employed ise. eonstructing it. ( ix . ' The man tvhose horse was 
stolen has just informed the poli.i c? the occurrence.
A N A L Y S I S  OF S E N T E N X E S
'A n  adjectival clause usually contains a relative pronoun, 
eltlrer expressed or understood, and is said to be ad j ec t i v a l  
to the antecedent of the relative pronoun.
An adverbial clause is.one which fills the place of an adverb ; 
as (:.) The doctor came uben he tros $ent for, ( i i .)  We started 
the .TtfTi rose, ( i i i . )  You cannot reap where you have not  
(Own.  ( iv .) Be attentive that you may understand the reason- 
iny.  (v.) They will certainly be drowned if they venture out 
in this (torm^ (y i.)  The boy acted so bravely that everybodu 
praised him. (vii.^ Except ye see sxyns and xvonders ye win  
rot believe, (v iii.)  James is as tall as his sister ( i s  tall).  
( I X . )  1 hat lad i s  not as far advanced as I expected, (x .)  As 
^oon as I 0 0  to town I shall call at your father’s office, (x i.)  
Virtue is better than riches (are good), (x ii.)  The sooner he 
goes the better it will he for everybody.
A substantival (or Xoun) clause is one which fills the place 
of a noun: as ( i .)  We he'dnl  ^ that the ci ty wa.'i captured (Obj. 
of heard), ( ii .)  Whatever is is rieht (Nom. to “ is” ). Which, 
boy won is uncertain (Nom. to ‘^is” ). That the vessel was  
wrecked is a fact (Nom. to *Ms” ). ( li i .)  Word was brought 
that payable gold had been struck (Nom. in apposition with 
yword” ). It is said that the train was two hours late (Nom. 
in apposition with “ it” ), (iv .) Observe how dark it  is getting  
(Obj. of “observe’*), (v .) I know where the match is to take 
place (Obj. of “ know” ), (v i.)  I found out why they started  
so early (Obj. of “ found out’*), (vii.)  The manaper was noti­
fied as to what had occurred (Obj. after “as to” ).
Sentences are of two kinds— simple and compound.
A simple sentehre (Lat. seme/, once : plica, a (old) contains 
only one clause: as The si>ortsman shot five kang^aroos. W e made 
the boat fast to a strong: sapling: growing on the river’s bank.
A compound  sentence contains more than one clause: as. 
The general had decided to attack the enemy’s stronghold, but 
on hearing that his ammunition waggons had not arrived, he 
was forced to abandon the enterprise.
[Some grammarians use the term Complex for such sen­
tences as contain one principal clause and one or more sub­
ordinate clauses.)
Figures of Speech.
h iglires of speech are deviations from the plain forms of state­
ment whereby, for the sake of vividness, words or phrases are 
used in a sense different from that in which they are ordi- 
narilv employed. The principal of these are Personification, 
Sinitlc, Metaphor, Inniju, Hyperbola, Metonxfmy, and 
Hynecdoche.
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Personification is that figure by means of which we attribute 
life and sensation to an inanimate object or to an idea : as, 
“ Earth felt the tvoutid/* “ The Angel of Death hat been abroad 
through the land,** “ Pale-eyed Enm/ tees him cLimb and sickens 
at the tight ”
When the object personified Is directly addressed the figure i  ^
then called A'postrophe (Ok. opo, from ; a turning): as, (i.)
“ 0  SulitHde, where are the channs, which sage* have sren in thg 
face,** {u.) “ Ve crags and peaks, I'm with once again,'* (iii ) 
0  Grave, where is thy victory f 0  Death, where is thy sting ?
A Simile (I^t. sivulis, like), whose sign is either like or as, 
expresses the reseinblancc which one o\yji c^t bears to another : as, 
(i.) He was like a lion in the fray,  (ii.) Uis wrath was at the storm.
A .Metaphor meta, beyond; phero, I bear) is a compresse<i 
simile —I e,  ^ a simile with the sign {like or of) omitted : as. (i.) He 
was a lion in the fray,  (ii.) .4a the wotld's a  stage, (iii.) The 
wish is lather to the thought, (iv.) Ye are the talt  of the earth. 
(v.) Public meetings are the sa/ety-valoes of society. The th ip  
ploughs (he sea.
By Irony (Gk. eiron, a dissembler in speech) one expresses, by a 
particular tone of voice or by an accompanying gesture, quite 
the opposite of what the words employed literally express: 
as, You are an intelligent boy, without a doubt.
By Hyperbole (Gk. hyper, beyond ; ballo, I throw) we represent 
things as immensely greater or less, better or worse than they are 
In reality: as. (i.) Tom, I've got loads of marbles, come and have 
a game, (ii ) It's an age since I  saw you. (iii.) “ My ttory being 
done. She gave me for  my pains a uorld of tighs.**
* By Metonymy (Gk. 7/ie^i,preposition indicating change ; onuma 
onoina), a name] we put the cause for the efiect, t in  container 
for the thing contained, the author’s name for his worj>s, and 
in general, indicate some particular thing, not by its own name, 
but by that of some prominent acconipaniment: as, (i.) Povertu 
deserves a helpihg hand, (ii.) Grey hairs should be respected, 
(iii.) Th^ bench and the bar were greatly surprised at the prisoner's 
cahnness. (iv.) He reads Shakspeare (\o.\\y. { \ ) The kettle is
boiling, (vi.) The battle was the cause of hit downfall, (vii.) 7*he 
whole Houte. was thunderstruck when the resignation of the 
Ministry was announced.
By Synecdoche (Gk. syit, with ; ek, o u t ; dechomai, I receive) we 
put the, whole for a part, the name of the material for the thing 
made, &c. : as, (i.) Twenty sail locre in sight, (ii ) Over 50 hands 
are employed at the foundry, (iii.) Forty head of cattle, (iv.) 
ffe wielded the wiilow 20ith marvellous dexterity.
<J2 PROSODY
Prosody.
Metre (Gk. metron, a measure) is the recurrence within 
certain intervals of syllables similarly accented.
Rhythm  (Gk. rythmos,  measured motion) is the flowing or 
harmonious succession of sounds, resulting from the division of 
;i verse into groups of words, with a regular recurrence of 
accents.
A Foot is the smallest recurring combination of syllables 
taken as a basis of the line.
Accent is the particular stress or emphasis laid on certain 
syllables or words.
In Poetry  the accents occur regularly, while in Prose they 
have no regular succession.
\  Verse or a Line is a combination of feet having generally 
a regular recurrence of accents.
A Couplet consists of two verses, a Triplet of three, and a
Stanza is a regularly recurring group of two or more verses.
Keet are ot three kinds— viz.. Monosyllabic^ Dissyllabic, 
and Trisyllabic.
Monosyllabic feet are rare: the italicized words in the 
following are examples:—
(i.)  I Toll]  for the brave.*
(ii .)  The bluest of heavenlv things below,
I The si‘ies. 1 
There are four kinds of d issyllabic feet, v iz :—
( i .)  The Iambus (Gk. iapfo, I assailt), e.p., ImplOre.
( i i . )  The Trochee (Gk. trecho, I run), e.g., rosy.
( ii i .)  The Pyrrhic, e.g., ihr ft ; 6n a.
(iv .) The Spondee (Gk. sponde. a libation), e.g., henoefOrth. 
There are four kinds of trisyllabic feet, v iz .:—
(i .)  The Dactyl (Gk. dactylos, a finger), c.a., merrily.
( i i . )  The .Anan<est (Gk. and, back ; paio, I strike), e.g., 
cOlAnnade.
( i i i .)  The .Amphibrach (Gk. ampin, on both sides; brachys, 
short), e.g., fternftl.
( iv .) The Tribrach (Gk. tri-, three; brachys, short), e.g., 
for n re | buke.
Verses or Lines are measured by the number of feet of 
which they are made up, thus:—
(i.)  A monometer (Gk. monos, alone ; metron, a measure) 
is a line of one foot.
( i i .)  A Dimeter (Gk. dL,  two) is a line made un of two feet, 
( ii i .)  A TrimeJer (Gk. tri-, three) is a line made up of three 
_________feet.. ______________________________________ ____
* — indicates an accented syllable, and ^  an unaccented. 
t From its first being used first in satires.
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(iv.) A TetratReUr (Gk. tMare^, four) is a line ot four feet.
(v.) A Pentarnetfr {Gk. pente five); Hexameter {GV.* hex  ^ six); 
IleptamHer (Gk. hepta^ seven), and Octometer (Gk, olrfo, 
ei^rht), are lines made up of five, six, seven, and eight 
feet respectively.
IAMBIC MKTRES.
(a) Iambic Monometer :
ThOse fears |
ThC^ se tears '
(b) Iambic Dimeter :
I  TO mC I  thO rose |
NO lOn I gOr glows |
(c) Iambic Trimeter '.
Aloft I In aw ; ffil state |
ThO God I like he | rO sat | 
d) Iambic Tetrameter :
(i.) I T is bOt I tOr tO | h&ve lovetl | And lost |
I ThAn nCv | Or to 1 hAve love<l | At all |
(ii.) I fam | bics march | frOm short | to lOng |
{e) Iambic Pentameter'.
(i ) I ThO cur | fOw tOlls | thO knCll | Of pArt | Ing dAy \
(ii.) I NOW is I the win | tOr Of | Our dis | content |
I MAde glOr | iOus sum | mOr by | this sun | Of York | 
(The iambic pentameter is also called Hkroic Mktuk, and when 
unrhymed is called Blank Vkrsr. It is used by Shakespeare in 
in his plays and by Milton in his epics.)
( f) Iambic Hexameter (or Alexandrine):—
(i.) A needless Alexandrine ends the song :
I ThAt like | A wound | 6d snAke | drAgs Its | slOw 
ICngtb I Along | __
(ii.) I FOr thee | the 6 | cean smiles | And smoothes | his 
wA I vy breast |
(iii.) I Thy realm | fOr Ov | Or lAsts | Thy own | MOssi | Ah 
reigns | 
ig) Iambic Heptameter:
I Between | Atri | dOs king | Of niCn | And ThC \ tls’ god | 
like son |
TROCHAIC METRES.
(a) Trochaic Dimeter:
I Riclfi the I trCasttre |
I Sweet the | pleasure I
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(6) Trochaic Tetrameter:
{],) I S i l e n c e  i 6 n  t h e  , t own  dc* j s c e n d W  |
(ii.) 1 Tcn^me | ndt In { mournful j f»innh^rs }
<iii.) 1 You mQst | wake And | call me f earljTj
ANAP.€STIC METRE::?.
<a) AnapceHic Mononieter.
i A s  ye sweep |
I ThroQg^h the deep |
(b) Anapcestie Trimeter:
I I &m m6n j &rch 6f all | I s^QrvCy |
(c) Anapce^itic Tetrameter .
(i.) I The Assyr H&n cAme dowm^ j like k  wolf j 6n fold |
(ii.) I With & leap | &nd & bound I the swift an I 
throng I
(iii ) I 'Tls the voice | Of the slug | ^ r d  F hear | him cOmpliin I 
(<f> Anapcettie Hexameter .
I FrOm the roots | Of the rJcks | Onderly | Ing the gulfs | that 
engird | It Around |
I 'Vis the Isle I ndt Cnkln j d]ed with light | Of hTin land | Ing 
Or thrilled j nOt with sound | ?
DACTYLIC METRES.
{a) Dactylic Dimeter:
li.) I Touch lier nOt | scOrnfOliy |
I Think Of hvr ) mournfOlfv |
(ii.) I CannOn tO | right Of thdm |
I CannOn tO | 16ft Of tliein |
(6) Dactylic TeUametei* (Catalectic):
(i.) I Brightest^nd | b6st Of the | sons Of the j morning— |
(ii.) I Soitnd th^lOud | timbrefo/er LEgJiH’s dark | s6a— |
AMPHIBRACHS.
(a) Ampkibrachic Dimeter:
I .Most friencfyhlp | Is feigning j 
I Most lOvIng I mere fO ll^ |. 
ib) Ampkibrachic Tfirameter :
(i.) I % ^ e  c a m e ^ l  tliTbeach A | poor OxTle | Of Erin |
(ii.) I Detn harp ^f | m ^  c o u n t r y I  In darkness j f  found 
theT I
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A HTPFRnrrKTC Lr.NB(<ik. hnvrr, bt*vond> Is o?ie which <ik1« Io 
an nna<'t‘^ ntfd syllable of aii itx'onipieltr foot; a? :
Iambic Tritneter (hypermeter) :
I Fldw 5n I th^n shin ! in^ riv i er 
A C a t a l k c t i c  ( o r  T r i  x c a t k o )  L i n k  [ G k .  4-nf i ,  d o w i v ;  % n .  T 
leave off: (I-at Cninrmjr, inalmedj) is one which ends in an acct uUU 
•yU&ble of an incomplete foot; as:}
(а) IWochaic Tetram^trr (Catalectir).
I  Haste thee, |  Nymph, ki\6 I bring with |  thee — |
I JeRt and I youthful I jdllt ( ty — |
(б) Trodtaic Ocfometrr (Catalt^iic) :*
I Comr&dM | !5ave m T| hfre & \ while &s I yH *t!s i
\ morn — |
Rutmk (A.s. H?n, n^imher) is a chiming or similarUv of 
pou'.d between words or syllables. The essentials of a yr'rfect 
rft*'nte are :
(i.) The vowel sound and the consonant sound following it mu«*t 
be the same ; as, dark, bark; w’inf, sui.v ; roxe, blowt; rou/ai,
(Note that similarity in spelling between the words rhvmed is 
not ef»sential.)
(ii.) The consonants immediate ly i receding the vowel sound 
must be ditferent ; as, * end, xend ; ^icar,/Vet.
(iii.) The rhyming syllables must be aceente<i a ike ; as, 
gracious, spAcious; cargo, embargo ; remember, No\einl»er. 
T h e  S o n n e t  is a short poem o f  fourteen Iambic Pentameters. 
A l l i t e r a t i o n  (Lat. <id, to ; litern, a little) consists in the 
recurrence of accented words or sylLibles commeuciag with the 
same consonant: as,
(i.) alliteration’s artful aid.
(ii.) The 6ookful blockhead ignorantly rend.
With foads of /earned /umber in his bead.
(iii.) He rushed into th e /le ld  and yorem ost/lghtin g /e ll.  
(it.) The xound must xeem an echo to the KCnse.
The C;RSCRA (Lat. casura^ a cu ttin g; from c«»da, I out) or 
pausf is a break usually near the middle of a line where the 
sen.^e and the metre both admit of a ‘flight interruption; as 
(i.) The proi-»er study || of mnnkind is man.
(ii.) Honour and shame )| from no condition rise ;
Act well your p a rt; jl there all the honour lies.
(iii.) When Kastern lovers j| f<^ ed the funeral fire.
On the same pile || the faithful ^ i r  expire.
(iv.) Strange horror seize thee, y ana pangs unfelt before
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